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CHAPTER 1

Grandma used to say, “When one door closes, a window 
opens. And if  that doesn’t happen, throw a rock and break 
in.” She could always make me laugh, but the door has 
closed, and there is no window or rock I can use to reach 
her now.

It’s barely been a month, and the mound over her 
grave hasn’t settled yet. Mom and I stand on the thick 
carpet of  damp grass and stare at her name etched beside 
my grandfather’s on gray marble, cold and final. Sharon 
R. Bailey. How is it possible that I’ll never see her again?

“Today’s the day, Mom,” my mother says. “I’m driving 
Abbi to Madison, just like you both wanted.” Her voice 
breaks and I squeeze her hand.

My mom wanted me to stay close to home for college, 
in Ohio, but I always knew that the University of  Wiscon-
sin was where I belonged. I don’t know how Mom will 
do with both Grandma and me gone, but it’s too late to 
change my plans now.

“I miss you, Gram.” The words slip out as a whisper 
in hopes she can somehow hear me, but I don’t feel her 
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presence. She’s not here. Maybe I’ll feel closer to her when 
I get to campus, a place I haven’t even seen yet. Gram’s 
sudden cancer diagnosis caused us to cancel our first visit, 
and when we tried to make the trip a few months later, 
she’d taken a turn for the worse. So, I’m going in blind to 
my new world. My hands twitch with anxiety.

We stand over her grave and try not to cry, missing 
the woman who could turn an average day into a grand 
adventure. After a while Mom sighs. “I suppose we should 
hit the road.”

“I love you, Grandma,” I whisper, sniffing back tears. 
I climb into Mom’s Murano, stuffed to the top with every 
can’t-live-without item we could think of, and we’re on 
our way to my new life.

***

After trading off  driving duties, we pull into Madison that 
afternoon. The GPS guides us onto campus and we’re 
suddenly surrounded by students. I feel swallowed up by 
the massive buildings, some modern and new with gleam-
ing windows and steel framing, others ancient with stone 
pillars and grand facades.

Mom creeps along in the car as students dart across 
the street in front of  us and bikers whiz past. “This 
campus is huge. A private college would have offered a 
more personal experience,” Mom murmurs, biting her lip 
nervously.

“It’s a little late for that argument now.” My stomach 
jumbles with excited nerves at the prospect of  how differ-
ent my life will be here after growing up in a small town.

“I know, but I’m still allowed to worry. Don’t listen to 

me, though. Everything will be great. I’m sure Grandma 
was right—this is where you belong.” Mom squeezes my 
knee as she turns onto Observatory Drive. The road is 
steep and has tight switchbacks that reveal a breathtaking 
view of  shimmering Lake Mendota.

I roll down my window and the scent of  freshwater 
reminds me of  summer camp. A warm breeze blows 
through my hair. “I can get used to this …”

We continue on, taking in every detail of  campus from 
the thick woods on one side of  the car to the numerous 
old buildings on the other. Mom suddenly points. “Look, 
there’s that bell tower Grandma used to talk about.”

An impressive stone structure crowns the top of  the 
hill. “The Carillon Tower,” I say, remembering Gram’s sto-
ries of  how the bells could be heard all across campus. The 
tall square building towers high above the treetops with its 
decorative cornice and parapets.

The road dips down a hill and up another. We pull 
in front of  a massive stone building, named Elizabeth 
Waters, with wings jutting out from the center core like 
stacked Legos. We look at each other and then at the 
imposing building that will be my new home. My nerves 
bubble over again.

“Ready?” Mom asks, barely masking her own anxiety.
I’ve lived in the same house since I was four. This is 

going to take time to get used to, but I’m never one to shy 
away from a challenge. “Yup. Let’s do this.”

Inside the airy foyer, a curved wrought iron balustrade 
leads up to the main landing and office. There is a half- 
circle nook on either side, each containing a crescent-
shaped upholstered bench.
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Mom sits and rubs her hand over the fabric. “Look at 
these old benches—I think they’re covered in horse hair.  
If  I didn’t know better, I’d say they were original …”

“Mom.” I wave her over to help me with the check-
in paperwork. After collecting my room key and lanyard, 
which holds an ID that gets me into the building, we 
follow the corridor to the next wing, looking for room 
4418. We pass bulletin boards bursting with social event 
notices, club sign-ups, and floor meetings. Each dorm 
room door has the names of  its residents written in thick 
black Sharpie on a bright orange star.

Students come and go, sidestepping past us to avoid 
bumping the two pillows in my arms, the oversized duffle 
over my shoulder, and the giant suitcase Mom is pull-
ing. Some say hi, others avoid eye contact. I try to appear 
friendly, but not overeager.

“There are so many boys,” Mom whispers, smiling at 
each one as they pass.

“Mom! Stop staring!”
“I can’t help it. They’re all so adorable. Oh, don’t forget 

the condoms. I put them in your purse—not that I’m con-
doning what you might do with these …”

I stop short and turn on her. “Seriously, Mom. Please 
stop talking.”

She shrugs and feigns innocence but stays quiet.
We continue on until I find my room. “Abbi” is printed 

on one orange star alongside one that says “Jada”—the 
roommate I’ve only chatted with online a couple of  times.

I slide my key into the solid old lock and turn. The 
door clicks, then swings open as if  caught by an unseen 
breeze, and I’m drawn into my new home. One side 

of  the room is fully moved in and the shelves are over-
flowing with snacks, mugs, framed photos, and books.  
Star-shaped string lights are draped from the ceiling and 
posters of  Beyoncé and Jay Z hang on the wall over the 
bed. There’s a coffeemaker and makeup mirror crowded 
onto the small desk, and a small TV on top of  the micro-
wave. A corkboard above holds pictures and necklaces 
secured with push pins.

My side of  the room mirrors the layout but is in stark 
contrast with its sad blank walls, empty shelves, and bare 
mattress.

“Home, sweet home,” Mom announces, bringing my 
monstrous rolling suitcase to a halt.

A minute later, a group of  student volunteers appear 
with a luggage cart containing the rest of  my belongings, 
and I’m soon surrounded by the chaos of  unpacking.

Mom’s making my bed with new sheets, and  
I’m unloading notebooks and a reading lamp when Jada 
walks in.

“Abbi, you made it!” Jada has gorgeous corkscrew 
hair, wears a tank top and shorts, and has toenails painted 
bright purple.

“Jada!”
“Hey, roomie!” She pulls me into a hug. “I hope you 

don’t mind that I took this side.” She tosses her keys onto 
her desk.

“Not at all. I love your twinkle lights.”
“Look at your cool stuff ! All your accessories match. I 

love the teal and gray theme.”
“Hi, I’m Abbi’s mom,” my mother says.
“Nice to meet you, Mrs. Thorp.”
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Mom smiles as Jada and I make our first impressions 
with each other. As an only child, I’ve always had my own 
room growing up, so sharing with a complete stranger is 
going to be new for me.

With Jada’s help, I’m unpacked in no time. I’ve left 
behind all my high school keepsakes. I’m starting a new 
chapter of  life, and there isn’t really any need for pictures 
of  me and my friends cheerleading on our senior trip to 
Florida. I pin up a pic of  me and Grandma at the Grand 
Canyon a couple of  years ago. Other than a handful of  
family pictures, I’m starting fresh. Looking at how every-
thing fits in, I can see myself  spending a lot of  time in this 
cozy little room.

Mom shakes open my quilt, an intricate design made 
up of  old clothing scraps. It lands on top of  the sheets like 
a layer of  colorful icing.

“Your bedspread is beautiful. Did you make this?” Jada 
asks my mom.

“Abbi’s grandmother made it.” Mom smiles at me.
Jada turns to me with a sympathetic face. “I’m sorry, I 

forgot that your grandma recently passed.” She examines 
the square patterns. “Some of  these look really old.”

Mom leans forward and points to a square. “This is 
from Abbi’s baby blanket. And this one’s from her grand-
mother’s wedding dress.”

A swell of  pride fills me. Grandma was hardly the tra-
ditionally sweet old lady who knitted and sewed. She was 
much more comfortable at a dusty dig site in the middle of  
some remote desert wearing her favorite Peruvian sweater 
and Birkenstocks, or trudging through mud when she’d 
take me geocaching in state parks. So when she decided 

to make this quilt for me, it was a true labor of  love that 
included pricked fingers and colorful swearwords.

“She also gave me this Badger calendar. What do you 
think? Is it too much?” I ask, hanging it up.

“It’s just enough to show school pride without going 
overboard,” Jada says with a laugh. “Wait till you see Erin 
and Anna’s room down the hall. It’s like someone hurled 
Badger red and white all over.”

Mom dusts her hands off  on her jeans. “I think that’ll 
about do it. Jada, do you want to join us for a soda and a 
snack? I’m sure there’s got to be dozens of  good places to 
eat around here.”

“Thanks, but I’ve gotta take off  for the boathouse. 
They’re giving a crew demonstration today, but Abbi, 
later we can explore campus if  you want.”

“Yeah, I’d love to.” I’m grateful that the roommate lot-
tery gave me Jada and not some boring stick in the mud.

Jada collects her ID and keys. “You guys should check 
out the Memorial Union Terrace. My parents and I had 
lunch there earlier. It’s attached to the student union and 
overlooks the lake. Amazing view.”

“Thanks. We will!” Mom calls after her.
After loading all the empty boxes back into the car for 

Mom to haul home, we explore the building. We follow 
the steps down from the main entrance of  the dormitory. 
It’s like one of  the grand staircases from Gone with the Wind 
or something. At the base of  the stairs is a large carpeted 
sitting room filled with outdated furniture. “Antiques,” 
Mom corrects me. Along one wall is a fireplace framed by 
couches and a large coffee table. There are wall sconces 
and old-fashioned radiators. Heavy beige drapes hang at 
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the large picture windows that overlook a balcony and a 
patio below.

“I bet this was the date parlor,” Mom says, soaking it 
all in.

“What the heck is a date parlor?”
“Gram used to tell stories about how the gentlemen 

callers would wait for their dates here in the date parlor. 
Back in her day, guys weren’t allowed in the dorm rooms. 
The boys dressed up in suit jackets and waited for their 
dates to make their entrance. Isn’t that romantic?”

“Let’s go eat,” I say and try not to roll my eyes.

***

The Terrace is packed with people gathered at brightly  
colored tables with a spectacular view of  the lake, and 
a dozen or so students are catching rays out on the pier. 
Boats bob in the water, and birds flit near the shore. Cooks 
at an outside concession area are grilling up burgers, brats, 
and hotdogs. I still can’t believe this is my new home. It all 
seems too good to be true.

“Oh, honey. You’re going to love it here. You were 
right to pick Madison over a small school,” Mom says 
as we wander through the crowd and find a table with 
orange sunburst chairs under the shade of  an old oak.

“It’s like an awesome club I don’t belong to,” I murmur.
“Give it a few days and you’ll be as comfortable as those 

kids over there.” She gestures to a table of  girls laughing 
and talking over sodas and nachos, like they don’t have a 
care in the world. I want to be those girls, and someday I 
will be. I tell myself  that I’ve got plenty of  time.

Mom and I nibble at our food, stretching out our last 

hour together, until she reluctantly lays her napkin on her 
plate. “I hate to say this, but I’d better head out and let you 
settle in.”

I clutch her arm as reality hits. “You don’t have to go 
yet,” I say to stall the inevitable.

“The longer I stay, the longer you aren’t meeting new 
friends.” She squeezes my hand. “I won’t lie. I’m going to 
miss you like crazy, kiddo, but it’s time. Plus I need to get 
some miles behind me if  I’m going to get back for my staff  
meeting tomorrow.”

My nervousness cranks back up. When she leaves, yet 
another door will be closing on my life. Sure, the giant 
window of  college is opening up before me, but what 
if  I’m not ready? Leaving Mom and home so soon after 
losing Grandma feels like a roller coaster that won’t ever 
stop dropping.

We walk back to the car in silence.
“Now don’t do anything dumb like I did and dye your 

hair blue. Oh, and no more tattoos. The one is plenty.” 
Mom brushes my hair aside and touches the tiny star on 
my neck that I got in honor of  Grandma. She pulls me in 
for one last hug. “I love you so much, Abbi. You’ll have the 
time of  your life—I promise,” she says in my ear.

“I love you too,” I whisper, my throat tightening. I 
know I’ll love it here, but it feels like I’m on the preci-
pice of  something huge, and I’m scared. I look around at 
other students, chatting and horsing around. Either this 
is harder for me than for them, or they’re just hiding it  
really well.

“I’ll see you at Thanksgiving.” Mom forces a smile as 
she buckles up.
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I nod, not trusting my voice.
“And you can plan on me calling every day, at least for 

a while.”
“Okay,” I squeak out.
Mom blows a kiss and pulls away, and my new  

life begins.

CHAPTER 2

So this is college life. I’ve only been on campus for two 
days. It’s still odd not to wake in my own room back 
home. Yet somehow, even though everything here at the 
UW is new and different, I feel closer to Grandma. I like 
thinking about her attending classes here so many years 
ago. Did she walk on the same paths I’m learning to take? 
Did she take the same stairways, or sit at the same place 
in the cafeteria that Jada and I have staked out? I smooth 
my hand over her old quilt. My heart warms as I recall the 
excited look in her eyes when I told her I would be living 
in Liz Waters, just like she did.

I stretch my legs over the side of  my bed, and the 
ancient wooden frame gives a creak. Someone carved 
a symbol into the headboard years before. It looks like 
hands on a clock without the numbers or face. I touch the 
marred wood and wonder who did this and how long ago. 
I stand and look out the window at the swaying treetops 
and Lake Mendota beyond.

The door opens and Jada carries in a shipping box and 
a steaming cup of  coffee.
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“Oh good, you’re up. You got mail,” she says.
“Already?” Mom promised she’d send care pack-

ages from home. I never imagined she’d start so soon. “I 
hope it’s chocolate chip cookies and the pair of  Sperrys  
I forgot.”

Jada sets the box down. “My vote is for cookies. Save 
some for me—I’ll be right back.”

While she’s gone, I rip into the package, but it’s not 
cookies or shoes. It’s Grandma’s old hatbox. 

I pause and lift out the vintage container covered in 
a faded floral damask fabric with a fraying rose-colored 
cord. Tied to the top is a sealed envelope with a yellow 
sticky note from Mom.

Abbi,

I found this old hatbox of your grandmother’s. She 

told me a long time ago she was saving it for you.

Miss you!

Love,

Mom

I tear away the Post-it. Grandma had scrawled “Abbi” 
on the envelope in her flowing handwriting.

Running my hand over the beautiful, aged hatbox, I 
remember being little and staring up at it high on a shelf  
in Grandma’s closet. When I asked what it was, she told 
me it was a hatbox from her younger days. I begged to try 

on the hats that I thought must be inside, but she laughed 
and said there were only a bunch of  old papers in it.

My heart pounds against my chest. “Oh, Grandma, 
what have you given me?” I whisper.

I remove the envelope from under the ribbon, care-
fully slit it open, and slip out a single sheet. A waft of  
Grandma’s perfume scents the air. My hands begin to 
shake when I see her familiar script filling the page.

My sweet Abbi,

You have been the gem of my life, and just when this 

darn cancer came calling, I realized who you are.

Here are a few mementos from the past. I hope they 

guide you and help you find the answers that I never 

could. Remember, you promised. I won’t say more, lest 

you think I’ve gone batty.

All my love,

Grandma

I turn the page over, but there’s nothing more. Maybe 
she actually had gone batty at the end. In and out of  a 
medicated haze, she had said a lot of  crazy things. She had 
asked me to promise to “find the baby,” and I said that of  
course I promised, even though she wasn’t making any 
sense. I just knew I had to reassure her.
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I sigh, remembering those awful last days, and open 
the box. Inside I discover old pictures, keepsakes from 
Grandma’s time at college, a faded birth certificate with a 
torn corner and names I don’t recognize, a frilly handker-
chief, and letters from her mother. I lay them on the bed 
one by one and then lift out a framed picture of  Grandma 
as a smiling teenager, standing with her parents. I’ve seen 
the photo many times before on her dresser. It occurs to 
me that I never asked Grandma about her parents, and 
now it’s too late. My throat tightens as fresh grief  rises 
inside me.

The door opens and Jada’s back. “What’s the matter?”
I wipe away a tear. “Oh, nothing. My mom sent a box 

of  stuff  that was my grandma’s.” Jada eyes the contents 
strewn across my bed.

“I’m sorry. It must be hard to go through her things.” 
She perches next to me and looks through the items.

“It’s awful … but also kind of  good, you know?” I 
gather the clippings and pictures and return them to the 
box. A picture slips out and drops to the floor.

Jada picks it up. “Oh my God! You look exactly like 
your grandma!”

“Where? Let me see.” I lean over and peer at the black-
and-white photo. Smiling back at me is Grandma wearing 
a wool skirt and sweater, her short hair curled. But that’s 
not who Jada is looking at. It’s the grinning girl next to 
Grandma, who really does look just like me. She has my 
same long, brown hair, but it’s curled under, with the front 
swirled into a round roll and styled like Grandma’s. My 
look-alike wears a plaid skirt and a shirt with a rounded 
collar. An icy cold tingle runs down my spine.

“You and your grandmother could be twins,” Jada 
continues, hovering over my shoulder.

“But that girl’s not my grandma. That is.” I point to 
my lighter-haired grandmother. “I don’t know who the 
other girl is.”

Jada gives me a quizzical look and flips the picture over. 
“‘Best friends, 1951.’ That could seriously be you. That is 
freaky!” She shakes her head. “Well, now you know you 
had a doppelganger back in ancient times.”

Jada hands back the photo, and I study the face of  
the girl who eerily resembles me. “Grandma always told 
me how much she loved college and her friends. But 
after graduation she moved away and lost touch with  
everyone.”

“I hate to interrupt your reminiscing, but don’t you 
have class soon?” Jada says as she checks the time on  
her phone.

“Oh shoot. I’m going to be late for my first physics 
class!” I slide the lid onto the box and leap out of  bed.

“Physics, pfft. Overachiever!” Jada teases, slipping her 
laptop into her backpack.

“Not really. It was the only class left that fit my  
schedule.”

After throwing on clothes and quickly brushing my 
teeth, I grab my lanyard and backpack, then rush through 
the halls and past the security-locked front doors.

Outside I hang a left onto Observatory Drive and walk 
up toward Bascom Hill. The early September sun shines 
brightly, the lush grass smells fresh with dew, and the lake 
glistens in the distance. Within minutes, I’m at the top  
of  Bascom Hill, gazing toward the state capitol, majestic 
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at the other end of  State Street.
Inside Bascom Hall, I check my schedule again for the 

room number, then take a flight of  steps to an old lecture 
hall laid out theater style. Its wooden seats are intricately 
adorned with iron frames. The floor is an aged, sealed 
concrete, but the elevated stage is state of  the art, with 
speakers, lighting, and a projection screen. I’m amazed at 
every turn to see how the university has kept traces of  
the early years mixed in with modern improvements. Like 
the present is overlapping history, with some of  the edges  
still showing.

I find an aisle seat halfway down. About a hundred 
other students are scattered throughout the room. There 
is the occasional group of  students sitting together, but 
mostly everyone is staring at their phones. I’m about to 
text Mom about receiving the hatbox, but the professor 
enters, so I stash my phone away.

“Good morning, I’m Professor Jones. Welcome to 
Quantum Physics. This semester we’ll be studying string 
theory, quantum chromodynamics, and M theory.”

I stifle my groan.
He continues, “If  you stick with me, at the end of  the 

semester we’ll even discuss the theory of  time travel as 
written up by Professor Emeritus W. C. Smith.”

I roll my eyes at the mention of  time travel, but at least 
it sounds interesting. Maybe there’s hope for this class 
after all.

“If  the name Smith sounds familiar, it may be because 
of  the new physics library that bears Professor Smith’s 
name, or perhaps because of  his groundbreaking work 
in holographic principle that has made this university  

a leader in the field of  physics. But for now, let’s get  
started on the basics.”

***

After class, my head swimming with complicated formu-
las, I head off  to the bookstore in search of  a book for my 
English Lit class. I know the indie bookstore is close, but 
I’m not exactly sure where. I stop to check my phone in a 
small pedestrian mall area filled with metal benches, and 
trees just beginning to change color. Nearby a guy in a 
navy T-shirt and cargo shorts is taking a picture of  a build-
ing. A closer look reveals that he is actually focusing in on 
a dedication plaque on Smith Physics Library—the library 
my professor just mentioned.

I step closer to read the plaque.

“Embrace the impossible, for it will lead you to the 
answers you seek.”  ~W. C. Smith

“That’s vague,” I say.
The guy laughs. “Sounds like a philosopher, doesn’t 

it?” He’s tall, well over six feet, rail thin, and wears his 
brown hair short.

“Why are you taking a picture of  it?”
“For my grandpa. He used to work on campus. I 

thought I’d send him some pictures to cheer him up.”
“Want me to take a picture of  you next to the plaque?”
“Sure.” He hands me his phone and stands next to it. 

He points at the plaque and makes a goofy face that makes 
me laugh. He’s kind of  cute, despite his high forehead and 
prominent nose.
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I take two shots and hand back his phone.
“Thanks.” He looks at the pictures and smiles. 

“Gramps is going to love this. He’s a feisty old fella. I like 
to send him stuff  to keep him entertained. He’s not been 
doing too well lately.”

“I’m sorry to hear that. My grandma died a few 
weeks ago.” I immediately wish I hadn’t blabbed that 
personal factoid. It’s probably not what someone with 
a sick grandparent wants to hear, but he doesn’t seem  
to mind.

“I’m sorry. That must be hard.”
I nod. “Thanks. It is. My grandma went to school here 

in the fifties.” I glance around at all the campus buildings. 
“She was so excited when I told her I was coming to Madi-
son.” I wish so badly that I could be sending silly pictures 
to her too.

“That must make it even harder.” He shakes his head 
sympathetically. “By the way, I’m Colton.”

“Abbi,” I say. “This campus is huge. I’m still trying to 
find my way around.”

“Give it time, you’ll master it. I’m in Tripp Hall, by the 
lake. What about you?”

“Liz Waters.”
He smiles. “Hey, we’re practically neighbors. If  you 

need any help, I know campus pretty well.”
“Actually, I’m trying to find a used bookstore near 

here.”
“What’s the address?”
I show him my phone.
“It’s the next street over, so you’re close.” He points 

me in the right direction.

I tell him thanks and head for the bookstore. Even 
though I’ve just met a nice guy, I’ve got a weird, uneasy 
feeling that I can’t put my finger on. Maybe it’s homesick-
ness? Or thinking about Grandma? I try to snap out of  it 
but instead feel myself  being pulled into a funk that insists 
on following me for the rest of  the day.

***

Later that night I still can’t shake the feeling. I’m in col-
lege—I should be having the time of  my life! I stare at my 
UW calendar and try to imagine Grandma on her first few 
days here. If  only I could call her and talk about it. She 
always had a knack for cheering me up.

Plopping down on my bed, I hold the hatbox. What 
answers did Grandma want me to find? What did she 
mean when she said she realized who I was? And what 
exactly did I unknowingly promise her?

Jada rushes in, tosses her purse onto her desk, then 
halts when she sees me. “What’s the matter?”

“Nothing.” I shrug, a little embarrassed that every 
time she walks in I seem to be in bed, sulking.

“Okay, I see what’s happening, and you are not hiding 
in here all night. I met a guy at the Union today. He and 
his friends are having a bonfire out on Picnic Point. And 
you and I are going.”

“Thanks, but I don’t feel much like a party tonight.” I 
shuffle through the pile of  old photos.

“You want to stay here and curl up with your sad mem-
ories? Is that what your Grandma would have wanted you 
to do?”

A smile sneaks onto my lips. “No.” I realize that I am 
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turning out to be the stick-in-the-mud roommate I was 
worried about getting.

“Exactly. You need to get out and have some fun. It’s a 
gorgeous night. Let’s go.”

I slowly get up. “All right.”
“Good girl!” Jada cheers.
The night is mild, as if  September is trying to hang on 

to summer. We walk the mile or so along the lakeshore, 
but the walk goes quickly as Jada shares stories from her 
time on her high school volleyball team and her decision 
to go into communications. I tell her about my embar-
rassing attempt to run hurdles in track and how I’m still 
undecided on a major.

We pass several dorms with lights glowing from the 
windows. The massive University Hospital buildings loom 
in the distance like a small city dropped on the edge of  
campus. Students fly past on bikes, forcing us to cling to 
the edge of  the paved path.

Finally we arrive at a stone wall entrance to Picnic 
Point. “How did you know how to find this place?” I ask. 
A full moon creates shadows from the trees and brush 
and offers a welcome bit of  light as we take a narrow path 
through the woods.

“Dan, that guy I met, told me how to get here,” Jada 
says, seemingly unaffected by the spooky trail.

“Are you sure this isn’t one of  those pranks they pull 
on freshmen, luring us into the woods to freak us out?” I 
say, wishing I had a flashlight.

“Even if  it is, who cares?” she laughs. “It’s a lot better 
than staying in! Did you know there are Native American 
effigy mounds around here?”

“Now you’re telling me the place is haunted?”
Jada snorts. “Probably. At a campus this old, there’s 

bound to be tons of  interesting history.”
Pea gravel crunches under our feet, loud above the 

sound of  the chirping cicadas. The path narrows as trees 
close in around us, and just when I’m ready to chicken out 
and turn back, it opens back up to a moonlit clearing. I 
smell the scent of  burning wood, reminding me of  camp-
fires with Mom and Grandma where I’d roast marshmal-
lows for everyone. Then I hear laughter in the distance.

“See, I told you it’s real,” Jada says.
I sigh in relief  as a bonfire comes into view, a festive 

array of  flickering flames. A couple dozen students are 
clustered around a huge bonfire, some sitting on built-in 
ledges ringing the pit.

Most carry a red plastic cup, which is either a party 
cliché or maybe a nod to the Wisconsin Badgers. My first 
official college party.

“Hey, I see Dan. Come on.” Jada points and I follow 
her around the perimeter until she stops in front of  a guy 
with a Badger Hockey T-shirt and a buzz cut.

“You came,” he calls out and hugs Jada.
“I told you I would, and I brought my friend Abbi.”
“Hey, Abbi, how ya doing?”
“She needs serious cheering up,” Jada answers for me.
“Let me get you guys a beer,” he says and pumps us 

each a cup from a half  keg in the back of  a large wagon.
“Cheers!” The three of  us tap our cups.
I take a foamy sip and try not to wince as I swallow the 

bitter liquid. It’s not my first beer … but nearly.
I check out the area and see that we’re at the end of  
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a long, narrow peninsula. The lake surrounds us on three 
sides with a spectacular view of  the state capitol and 
downtown. I nudge Jada. “Check out the view.”

“Isn’t it the most amazing place ever?” she squeals.
I wonder if  Grandma ever came to Picnic Point, but I 

can’t let myself  get all sad again. Not tonight. So I down 
the nasty beer and go for a refill, hoping campus security 
doesn’t show up.

A few beers later, music blasts and the party has 
exploded in size. I mingle and answer the questions 
“what’s your major?” and “where are you from?” a dozen 
times. Jada is laughing with Dan and his friends.

Some guy named Mitch with thick lips, bushy eye-
brows, and no sense of  personal space parks himself  next 
to me on the ledge. He launches into the getting-to-know-
you routine, and my subtle efforts to brush him off  fail.

“Well, you’re not in Ohio anymore,” he slurs, his hot 
breath on my face. “Now you’re in Madison. You’re a 
Badger. You’ve got to be a Badger. You’ve got to give up all 
that Buckeye crap.”

“I know, right,” I mumble, just to shut him up, but 
he keeps blathering on. I focus on the bonfire, where the 
wood crackles and sparks fly.

“You’ve got to go to every football game. Please tell 
me you’ve got season tickets, because if  you don’t, I might 
have to walk away right now.”

“Actually, I don’t have tickets.” I hope he’ll follow 
through on his threat to leave. At least the beer is numb-
ing my senses.

“Unbelievable!” he yells, spilling beer on my sandals 
and sopping my toes.

“Hey!” I flick my feet to get rid of  the pooling beer,  
but he doesn’t seem to notice.

“Well, I’ll have to drum up an extra ticket, and you can 
come with me. In fact, there’s a game tomorrow …” He 
moves in closer.

I lean away. “Really, that’s okay. I’m not much of  a 
football person.”

“What? Now see. It’s a good thing you met me, 
because I can fix that.” Mitch puts his meaty hand on my 
thigh. I shove it off.

“There you are! I’ve been searching all over for you,” 
a voice says.

I glance up and see Colton, the guy I met in front of  
the physics library. He towers over Mitch.

“Hi!” I get up quickly but then feel the ground tilt 
under me. Colton puts his arm around me, and I lean into 
him, grateful for the escape.

“I thought you said to meet here at ten,” he says, the 
light from the bonfire dancing in his brown eyes.

“I did?”
“You did,” he lies. “Who’s your friend?”
I turn to Mitch, who now looks like someone has 

stolen a ball from him on the playground. “This is Mitch. 
He likes football. A lot.”

“How ya doing, Mitch? I’m Colton.”
“Hey,” Mitch says without enthusiasm. “I gotta get 

another beer.” He frowns and wobbles off.
“Thank you! I could not get rid of  him.”
Colton releases me. “Yeah, I noticed. I’ve been watch-

ing you for the last ten minutes. I’ve never seen anyone 
look so uncomfortable.”
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I swat his arm. “You could have come over sooner.”  
So he was watching me? He is kind of  adorable.

“I thought maybe you liked him.” He smirks.
“Ew. He’s built like a box, smells like Bengay, and loves 

to hear himself  talk.”
“Is that what that smell was?” Colton laughs. “So, hey, 

do you want to get out of  here?”
I’ve had enough party for one night, and he seems 

pretty trustworthy. “Sure, just let me tell my room-
mate first.” We push through the crowd until I spot Jada 
perched on Dan’s lap. “Jada, I’m going to head back. Do 
you want to come?” But I can see she’s happy right where  
she is.

Jada gives me a meaningful look. “No. I’m good. I’ll go 
back with Erin and Anna.”

“Have fun.” I grin, knowing she will, and I return to 
Colton. “We can go.”

He leads us out of  the growing mass of  people. Once 
we’re away from the crowd, the stillness of  the night sur-
rounds us like a dark fog as the air cools.

“Did you have a good time?” he asks.
“Not especially. I didn’t really even want to come.” I 

burp and taste beer. “’Scuse me.”
Colton pretends not to notice, but the corner of  his 

mouth curls. “Then why did you?”
“Jada made me. She says I needed cheering up. I fig-

ured if  I drank enough, I’d get happier.”
“And why did you need cheering up?”
I hate to be a big downer, but he did ask. “My mom 

sent me this old hatbox filled with stuff  from my grandma. 
Seeing her things made me sad.”

He gestures to a bench just off  the path, overlooking 
a view of  the city, and we sit. “I can see how that would 
bum you out, but would you prefer she hadn’t given them 
to you?”

I shrug. “I guess it’s all still so fresh.” I pause for a 
minute, then say, “I thought coming to Madison would 
be a fresh start, get my mind off  everything. But … I just 
have this nagging feeling. It’s weird, but it’s almost like I 
forgot something, or, I don’t know, left my flatiron on or 
something. Does that make any sense?”

Colton looks at me kindly, and my skin tingles. 
“Sounds like a bad case of  freshman nerves, that’s all,” he 
says. “Things will fall into place for you here, you’ll see. 
Give it time.”

I gaze into his eyes, so dark and mysterious in the 
moonlight. Apparently the beer has really relaxed me, 
because before I realize what I’m doing, I ask him, “Are 
you going to kiss me?”

Colton smiles and leans in. Suddenly a group of  guys 
bursts onto the path and spot us on the bench. We spring 
apart before we’ve even touched.

“Go for it, man,” one says, and they all laugh.
“Seriously, don’t let us stop you,” says another.
“Got any friends?” They make obnoxious kissing 

sounds and other lewd noises as they pass.
“On second thought, maybe the universe is trying to 

tell me not to,” Colton says.
I stare back out over the water. What kind of  answer 

is that? I sort of  thought we had a connection. “Do I smell 
like Bengay too?” I shiver in the cool air.

“No.” He laughs and puts his arm around me.
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“Then why are you here?” And why did he put his arm 
around me? 

I rest my head on his shoulder, suddenly very tired.
“I really like you. But I have this feeling that we’re 

better off  friends. You see, if  I kiss you, eventually I’ll start 
acting like a jerk, and then you’ll hate me, and then I won’t 
get to hang out with you anymore.”

I lift my head to protest. “But you’ve barely hung out 
with me now.”

“Exactly. And I think that you could use a friend right 
now more than some drunk guy slurping at your neck.”

I look him in the eye and realize that he’s actually been 
listening to what I’ve said tonight. Unlike meat-hands 
Mitch.

“Abbi, I gotta tell you, I date—a lot. But I don’t have 
many girls that are just friends. You know? I should intro-
duce you to my roommate. He’s a really nice guy, and I 
think you two might hit it off.”

“You realize that is the ultimate rejection.” I frown and 
kick a rock away. “No thanks, I’d rather meet someone by 
chance than through a cheesy set up.”

Colton laughs again. “I meant it as a compliment.”
I stand and start walking again, needing to get away 

from my embarrassment. My foot catches on a crack in 
the path. I trip, but Colton is already at my side, catch-
ing my arm to keep me upright. “How come you’re not 
drunk?” I ask, my head swimming.

“I hide it well. You, on the other hand, are a rookie.”
An owl calls eerily nearby. “Did you know there 

are effigy mounds around here?” I ask to change  
the subject.

“You read that in a guide book or something?” he asks 
with a smile. “I can show you one. Do you want to see it?”

“Of  course!”
“Legend has it there’s buried treasure on Picnic  

Point too.”
“Did you read that in the guidebook?” I parrot back 

sarcastically.
“No, it’s true! I always heard the story growing up, 

but someone actually posted online today that a couple 
of  grad students doing soil research discovered a time cap-
sule or something.”

“Seriously?”
“Yup.”
“So, how do you know so much about this place?”
“My family used to come here a lot when I was a kid. 

We’d feed the ducks at the Union Terrace and eat Babcock 
Hall ice cream.”

I sink my hands into my pockets to stay warm in the 
cooling night air. “I only have my mom. Everyone else  
is gone.”

“Your dad too?” he asks softly.
“He died when I was little. Mom never remarried.” 

I think of  my tiny family and how this summer it got 
smaller still with the loss of  Grandma. 

“I’m sorry. I can’t imagine that. My family is huge.”
“That sounds nice. I’ve always wanted a big, crazy 

family.”
“Yeah, it’s pretty fun. Maybe I’ll have to bring you 

home with me sometime to meet them.” He stops short. 
“Here it is.”

“What?” I look around but don’t really see anything.
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“The effigy mound.” He points.
There’s a huge grassy bump in the ground, but I can’t 

see much else in the dim light.
“Impressive, isn’t it?” he says.
“Not really.”
“I’m kidding. They really aren’t much to look at. 

There’s an obvious one outside my dorm and another up 
near the Carillon Tower.”

We walk back to Liz Waters, my head really buzzing 
now from too much beer. Colton escorts me to the front 
door. “It was nice to run into you again.”

“Thanks for saving me earlier. I owe you one,” I say.
“Good. I’m sure I’ll figure a way to collect. I’ll see  

you around.”
I make my way to my room, toss my lanyard and 

phone onto the nightstand, and fall into bed. I push 
Grandma’s hatbox to the side, too tired to even set it on 
the floor. Tonight was an epic fail. The one guy I attracted 
was an obnoxious drunk. Colton sort of  acted like he liked 
me, but only sees me as friend material. Story of  my life. 
I burp again.

I know I should get up and take an ibuprofen and drink 
some water, but I’m tired, my head is all floaty, and it 
would take too much effort. As I lie in bed, staring blankly 
at the dark ceiling, my fingers travel along the quilt. They 
graze over the patchwork of  textures that took a lifetime 
to create. I feel something else and realize I didn’t put 
all the pictures back in the hatbox. I drop them onto my 
nightstand so they don’t get crushed.

Rolling over into the softness of  my pillow, I hear 
the gong of  bells like in a cathedral. They sound so near.  

I can’t remember any church this close to Liz Waters. And 
then I remember the Carillon Tower, that imposing struc-
ture that caught my attention when Mom and I arrived on 
campus. That must be where the ringing comes from, but 
why would it be playing so late at night?

The tune is nice, soothing and a little bit haunting. 
The notes repeat. I close my eyes and let the bells lull me 
to sleep.

As I’m drifting off, one of  the bells rings off  key.
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CHAPTER 3

The next morning I blink awake. The bright sun makes 
my head throb, or maybe it’s last night’s drinking. My 
mouth is dry and sleep gums up my eyes. Turning my head 
toward Jada’s side of  the room, my eyes land on a poster 
of  Michael Jackson surrounded by ghoulish zombies. I 
squint. “Thriller?”

I’m about to ask Jada when she had time to redecorate 
when I realize that it isn’t her in the other bed. Instead it’s a 
girl with a mass of  strawberry blond hair. I glance around 
my room and do a double take. Everything is different, 
from the neon curtains on the windows, to the blue shag 
carpeting on the floor.

I jerk up. What the hell? My heart pounds. Whose 
room am I in?

Then I realize Grandma’s quilt is on my bed, and  
I give a small sigh of  relief. This must be some kind of   
epic prank.

The hatbox is wedged between the wall and the bottom 
corner of  the bed, but on the bedside table my cell phone 
is missing, as is my lanyard and ID. Instead, a key on a 

plain key chain sits in its place along with some bills and 
loose change. Where’s my stuff ? My wooden hairbrush is 
replaced with a purple plastic one, and there’s an old digi-
tal clock radio with weird knobs and dials next to it.

Panic creeps back in. I’ve never seen these things 
before in my life. Did someone come while I was sleep-
ing and switch everything around? An anxious scan of  my 
open closet shows all my clothes are replaced with items I 
don’t recognize.

I tiptoe across the room and crack open the door to 
the hall to see if  a group of  girls are waiting outside to yell 
“Surprise!” or something.

“What are you doing?” the strawberry blond stranger 
moans sleepily from Jada’s bed.

I jump and shut the door louder than I meant to.
“Go back to bed, Abigail. It’s too early.”
I freeze. How does she know my name? And then I 

notice the Badger wall calendar hanging next to a retro 
touch-tone phone on the wall.

It reads October 1983.
My jaw drops and the tiny hairs on my neck stand up. 

Okay, this has to be some extreme hoax that someone 
went to a lot of  trouble to pull off. Or a dream? I need to 
calm down and figure out what the hell is happening. I 
quietly open the door again and sneak out. The hallway is 
the same, except the walls are now painted yellow instead 
of  blue. The bulletin board is there, but the announce-
ments pinned to it are all different. A girl appears from 
across the hall in a pink terry cloth bathrobe, wearing 
fuzzy slippers and glasses with lenses so big around they 
cover half  her face.
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“Hi, Abigail.” She smiles and hurries past.
This girl knows me, but I’m pretty darn sure I’ve never 

seen her before, and why is everyone calling me Abigail 
instead of  Abbi? I follow her. “Excuse me. Have we met?”

She stares at me with wide eyes as if  I’m an idiot. 
“You’re pulling my leg, right?”

“Actually, no. I think I got roofied or something last 
night. My head is really messed up.”

“Roofied?” Her face is screwed up in confusion.
“You know, drugged,” I say.
She looks aghast. “That’s terrible! Who would  

do that?”
“I have no idea. Do you know where I was last night?”
“We all went to Headliners. It was totally rad. You 

don’t remember? Is Linda okay?” She looks down the hall 
toward my room with concern.

“Linda?”
“Your roommate?” she says slowly as if  I’m a foreigner 

who doesn’t understand the language, which is exactly 
how I feel.

“Right! Yeah. Linda’s still asleep,” I say, thinking of  
the girl in Jada’s bed. This is all wrong. This girl thinks I 
was at Headliners, and I’ve never heard of  the place. I’m 
either still dreaming or have accidentally fallen asleep in 
the wrong dorm room.

I trudge back to “my” room, and notice that each door 
has an orange pumpkin cutout bearing the roommates’ 
names. Yesterday our names were printed on bright 
orange stars, as if  we were celebrities instead of  kinder-
garteners celebrating harvest.

“Abigail” is on one of  the pumpkins, but instead of  

Jada’s name, the other pumpkin says “Linda.” Something 
is very out of  place. I’m beginning to realize that the 
something is me.

I wonder if  maybe someone moved my bed to another 
floor while I was passed out, but it’s still 4418—the same 
room number.

Back in the room, I stare at the unfamiliar clothes in 
my closet. Putting any of  these on would make me feel 
like a thief. Not one of  these items is mine, but I can’t 
go out in public in the extra-large UW T-shirt I wore to 
bed last night. I rifle through the unfamiliar items in the 
dresser, finally settling on a pair of  super-short jean shorts 
that come all the way up above my belly button. To my  
surprise, they fit perfectly. I settle on a T-shirt with an 
image of  some cartoon character named Ziggy. Whatever 
that is.

As I grab the key ring, Linda stirs. “Where are you 
going so early?” she mumbles, her face smooshed to her 
pillow.

Away from here, because waking up in this twilight 
zone is freaking me out. I open the door. “Breakfast.”

“Abigail?”
I swallow. “Yeah?”
“Grab me a Pop-Tart, would ya?”
I glance at the two pumpkin-shaped name tags on our 

door. “Sure … Linda.”
“Thanks,” she says as I sneak away, desperate to get 

out of  there.
I take the back steps located right outside of  my room 

to avoid the main staircase and the rest of  the residents. I 
can’t handle any more surprises. I push out the rarely used 
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ground-level security door that faces the lake.
Everything outside looks normal. Thank God. The 

trees, the lake, the Social Sciences Building. I heave a breath 
of  relief  and lean against the stone wall of  the building to 
ground myself. Goose bumps prick my arms—I assume 
from the cold morning air and not the stark fear that I’m 
trying to keep under control.

What the hell is happening? Why is everything 
screwed up? This has got to be some elaborate joke. It’s the  
only thing that makes sense. But how did they pull it off ? 
And why me? I expect Jada to jump out with a hidden 
camera … but nothing.

I stumble down the hill through the damp grass to the 
lake, needing to find clarity and to replay last night. Did 
someone slip something in my drink? I don’t think so, but 
I know I drank too much. I remember Colton walking 
me home, me asking if  he would kiss me, and then him 
not kissing me. I groan and knock my head against a tree. 
Solid oak. I’m definitely awake now.

A few guys jog by. Their hair is a little long and their 
running shorts are way too short for guys, but otherwise, 
they look normal. Maybe I just had some sort of  tempo-
rary breakdown, and if  I go back up to the room every-
thing will be normal? But I’m not ready to go back there.

On a hunch, I follow the path toward Picnic Point. 
That’s the last place I was before going to bed. When I pass 
Tripp and Adams Hall and then the playing fields, I can’t 
put my finger on it, but something is eerily off. It’s as if  the 
trees are trying to speak to me. At the entrance to Picnic 
Point, I notice the gravel parking lot. I could have sworn 
it was blacktop yesterday. And the sign looks different too. 

Then again it was dark out, so I can’t know for sure. Still, 
something’s not right.

I jog down the path to the end of  Picnic Point, rack-
ing my brain for details from last night. The scent of  pine 
trees and the decay of  fallen leaves surround me. The path 
opens up, revealing small sandy beach areas that I couldn’t 
see in the dark last night.

Out of  breath, I reach the end of  the path and stop 
short. The huge gathering circle and fire ring are gone. 
All of  it.

There is a large grassy clearing, but that’s all. Not even 
a bench. No sign of  the bonfire. But this is definitely Picnic 
Point. Across the water I spot the Union Terrace and the 
state capitol jutting into the sky, but this isn’t the place I 
visited last night. And yet it has to be. Is there more than 
one Picnic Point? I break out in a sweat.

I think about the calendar back in the room. It said 
1983, but that can’t be possible. I stare at my surroundings, 
not sure what I’m looking for, but searching for answers. 
I’m not about to look like a lunatic and ask someone, “Hey, 
can you tell me what time it is? Oh, and also the year?”

I head back down the path, trying to shake off  the 
panic that is screaming at the edge of  my mind. This time 
I search for clues from each person I pass, which isn’t too 
many this early in the day. But I do notice that two guys I 
pass wear their shirts tucked into high-waisted jeans. It’d 
be funny if  it weren’t so terrifying. The cars in the parking 
lots are old. Not old as in rusted out, but old as in large, 
unfamiliar models.

I don’t know what to do except to go back to the 
dorm. Girls pour out the front doors in a steady stream on 
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their way to class. Inside, a stack of  the Daily Cardinal, the 
school newspaper, fills a rack, and I grab one. A jolt goes 
through me when I see the date.

October 21, 1983.
I stagger back. No hoax could be this elaborate.
No! I wasn’t even born in 1983. My mom, I calculate 

the years in my head, would be a teenager. My grandma  
is … alive! I can call her! Pushing the rest of  the chaos out 
of  my head, I rush through the halls to my room.

“Where’ve you been? I thought you were bringing me 
a Pop-Tart?” Linda says. She’s dressed for the day and lift-
ing a yellow backpack onto her shoulder.

“Huh? Oh, sorry.” I search through my desk for my 
missing phone, but I can’t find it.

“If  you tell someone you’re going to bring them break-
fast, you should really do it,” Linda complains.

“What?” I look up. “I totally forgot. I’ll bring you 
one tomorrow.” I move to my cluttered dresser and see 
a wallet I don’t recognize, a wide-toothed comb, a large 
purple tube that reads Bonne Bell Lip Smackers, and a 
printed class schedule. “Have you seen my phone?”

“What are you talking about?”
“My phone. I left it on my nightstand.”
Linda’s looking at me like I’ve lost my mind. “Uh, duh. 

It’s on the wall.”
And then it hits me. Cell phones don’t exist in 1983. 

So my phone evaporated into thin air along with the rest 
of  my stuff ? I drop onto my bed, trying to digest this 
realization.

Linda combs her bangs back and then sprays them 
with a stifling quantity of  Aqua Net. “Do you want me to 

wait so we can walk to physics together?”
“No. I’m not going.” My mind darts at rapid-fire speed. 

I can fix this. I’m sure of  it. I just need to get a grip on real-
ity first, and then I’ll be able to figure out how to get out 
of  the wrong century.

“Are you sure? Today’s lecture is supposed to be really 
interesting.”

“Positive. I have something I have to do.”
“Suit yourself.” Linda rolls her eyes and heads out, 

leaving the door open.
Thank God she’s gone. Now I can think straight. 

Grandma lived in the same house in Ohio since Mom was 
a kid, and she never got rid of  her landline. I lift the hand-
set off  the cradle of  the wall phone. I’m about to talk to 
Grandma! I suddenly get the jitters. What will I say? I hang 
up the phone and step away.

I’ve called Grandma a zillion times over the years, but 
I’ve just come to terms with the idea that I’ll never talk 
to her again. With a deep bracing breath, I approach the 
phone again, lift the handset, and press the buttons for the 
number that I know by heart.

The ringing on the other end sounds strange. I grip 
the receiver, praying for a connection to reality.

“Hello,” a familiar voice answers. It is strong and 
youthful in comparison to the last days of  her life,  
when it was weak and throaty. A flood of  relief  washes 
over me.

“Grandma,” I whisper, tears springing to my eyes. I 
picture her gray hair styled in an efficient bob and the 
cubic zirconia earrings she never took off. A gift from my 
grandfather. She always said she’d rather travel than get 
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fine jewelry, so he gave her the faux diamonds along with 
airline tickets.

“I’m sorry. You have the wrong number,” she says with 
predictable kindness.

“No. Grandma, it’s me, Abbi!” But then I remem-
ber there is no way she’d know me in 1983, and my gut 
clenches in despair.

“I wish I could help you, but I’m afraid you must have 
dialed wrong.”

“You’re right. I must have,” I squeeze my eyes shut 
and focus, desperate to keep her on the line. The fact that  
Grandma exists, that I’m hearing her voice, is proof   
that I’m in a different time, that I’m not going crazy.  
Or that I’ve gone extremely crazy.

“My daughter is only fifteen, so having a granddaugh-
ter would be quite a shock,” she laughs, and my heart 
aches, knowing that in my world, that laugh is gone.

Tears run down my cheeks. “I guess it would.” I try 
to imagine Mom at fifteen, probably immersed in school 
and working toward the straight As that will lead her to a 
successful career in software programming. I’d like to talk 
to her, hear her confident voice, and beg her to help me. 
But she’d think I was nuts.

“You have a nice day,” Grandma says. I’m losing  
her again.

“I’ll try. Thank you.”
I hang up and lean my head against the wall, the coiled 

phone cord swinging next to me. I wipe away my tears. All 
I want to do is call Grandma back and tell her everything, 
that I really am her granddaughter, that her own daughter 
will marry late, become a widow early, and move into a 

house just down the block from her. That she and I are like 
best friends who share a love of  natural disaster movies, 
blue nail polish, and Cheetos. I could tell Grandma every-
thing about her life, but it would be cruel to scare her  
that way.

“Abigail? Are you all right?”
I look up to find another girl wearing ginormous 

glasses standing in the doorway. She looks like an owl with 
shoulder-length dark hair and feathered bangs. “You know 
me?” I ask.

“No duh,” she says. It takes me a second to realize she 
means yes.

“How long?”
“Since welcome week … ? You’re freaking me out. 

What’s going on?” She steps into the room.
“And we’re friends? You and me?”
The girl nods, but she’s looking at me strangely. I have 

no idea who she is.
“What the hell, Abigail? It’s me, Margo. You know 

that. What’s wrong?”
I shake my head and try to get a grip on myself. “I 

don’t know. Nothing. I had a strange dream. Were we 
together last night?”

“Yeah, at Headliners. We went with half  the floor to 
hear a band.”

Same answer as the girl in the pink robe. “That’s 
right,” I say, pretending to remember.

“You sure you’re all right?” She narrows her eyes in 
concern.

“I’m fine. Really. I must have hit my head or some-
thing. Can we go back again tonight?”
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“I guess. Why?”
Because maybe that would jog my memory. Or, since 

it’s where I apparently was last night in 1983, it might have 
something to do with why I traveled back in time.

***

That night, along with Linda, Margo, and some other girls 
from the floor, we go to Headliners. I’m wearing Guess 
jeans, a cheesy graphic top with an Esprit label, and a pair 
of  ankle boots that I actually kind of  like.

As we cross Library Mall to State Street, I struggle 
not to stare and point out how all the stores are different. 
The Walgreens is gone and a Rennebohms stands in its 
place. Traffic crowds State Street, but just yesterday State 
Street was closed to all but city buses and bikes. When 
we turn onto University Avenue, I’m shocked to find the 
entire University Square four-story building and the park-
ing ramp across the street gone. In its place is a small one-
story building with a parking lot across from it. Every time 
I turn a corner, I blink to digest the staggering changes. 
But I can’t let myself  fall into a heap of  despair. I have to 
figure this out so I can go home.

Once inside Headliners, everyone starts pulling out 
their IDs.

I pull Margo aside. “I don’t have a fake ID.”
Her brows narrow in confusion. “I thought you were 

eighteen.”
“I am.”
“Yeah, so you don’t need a fake. Duh! Don’t you have 

yours with you?”
I dig through the purse I found in my room and pull 

out the wallet. Sure enough there’s a photo ID with my 
face, my name, and my birthdate. But the year is different: 
1962. Holy crap.

I show it to Margo.
“Not me, ya goof. Him.” She pushes me toward the 

guy checking IDs.
He glances at my ID then smears the back of  my hand 

with an ink stamp. I’m pushed inside the dark night club 
and engulfed by the thumping bass of  vaguely familiar 
music.

We crowd the bar for a drink. Our IDs aren’t needed 
since our hands are stamped. Apparently the drinking age 
is eighteen in 1983—the only improvement I’ve noticed 
so far. Margo pushes a bottle into my hands, but it’s  
not a beer. I check out the label. Bartles & Jaymes black  
cherry wine cooler. Seriously? But everyone’s drinking 
them so … bottom’s up.

After downing my second disgustingly sweet fruity 
bottle, the burning fear inside me eases. This is better. If  I 
have truly traveled through time, why not make the best 
of  it? Or maybe if  this all turns out to be some bizarre 
dream, I’ll kick myself  later for not taking advantage of  
the situation.

The club is packed with students, and there’s a general 
wild party vibe. Some guys are wearing jeans, but others 
are wearing ridiculous snug-fitting pants with lots of  zip-
pers. A lot of  people sport mullets, an unfortunate look if  
you ask me.

The band plays classic rock. I recognize several of  the 
songs from my mom’s oldies playlist, like “Surrender” 
and “Dream Police.” I take a moment to check out the 
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band. The drum kit reads Cheap Trick. I am listening to 
the actual band Cheap Trick! My mom loved them back 
in the day and still has their original vinyl albums. The 
lead singer has long blond hair and is wearing an open vest 
with no shirt, and parachute pants. I grin. He’s appropri-
ately hot. What I wouldn’t give for Mom to see this.

The night is a blur of  pounding music, pulsing lights, 
and a dance floor sticky from spilled drinks. A bunch of  
guys have infiltrated our group. Everyone is flirting and 
yelling to be heard over the loud music. Everyone except 
Margo, who keeps watching me, still weirded out from 
my oddball questions earlier. I lift my bottle to hers. At 
this point, who cares how much I drink? I’ll pay the price 
tomorrow with a hangover, but maybe I’ll wake up back 
in the present, where I belong.

A long-faced guy named Jim wearing a Members Only 
jacket has been hitting on me for the past half  hour. He 
gives me a drunken smile that comes off  as more of  a leer. 
I turn to ignore him, but he grabs me by the hips and pulls 
me in for the sloppiest, most disgusting kiss ever.

I shove him away. “What the hell! Back off !”
Before I realize what’s happening, some guy with 

sandy-colored hair appears out of  nowhere and slugs 
Jim, sending him falling back into the crowd. Jim quickly 
recovers his wits and tackles my heroic defender before I 
can see his face. They go down in a violent tangle, knock-
ing into other people.

In a flash the two guys fighting multiplies into more 
and more until there’s a full-fledged brawl. Linda screams 
and Margo grabs my arm as people push in our direction to 
escape the fight. I’m about to follow when I hear someone 

yell my name. I glance around, but it’s wall-to-wall people, 
and I see no familiar faces. Not that I know anyone in 1983 
anyway. I’m familiar to these people (because in their 
world I’ve apparently been here all along?), but I don’t 
recognize a soul.

I hear it again. It’s a guy’s voice and he sounds desper-
ate. I whip around but can’t spot anyone familiar in the 
mass of  hysteria.

“Let’s get out of  here,” Margo yells over the music.
“Abbi, over here!” the voice calls again, and it’s urgent. 

It occurs to me that everyone else in this time has called 
me Abigail, so why is this person saying “Abbi?”

I spin around and search the crowd. Guys are shov-
ing each other and some throw punches. In the panic, the 
whole crowd surges forward. Margo drags me outside.

“Wait! Someone is calling my name. I have to go back.” 
Is it the guy who hit Jim?

“Are you bonkers? You’ll get trampled.”
But that voice knows me. I don’t know how, or who he 

is, but my gut says it means something. I try to go back, 
but squad cars with flashing lights line the curb, and more 
sirens blare in the distance. Campus police push the crowd 
back, and students scatter like ants.

“I need to get in. My friend is in there,” I lie.
“Miss, unless you’d like a drunk and disorderly, I sug-

gest you go home.”
“Abigail, we have to go!” Margo hauls me away,  

but I keep looking back, wondering what or who I’ve  
just missed.

We stagger back to Liz Waters, most of  the group gig-
gling and talking about the hot singer in the band and the 
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excitement of  the fight I caused. We climb Bascom Hill, 
which is exhausting when sober and near impossible when 
you’ve drunk enough alcohol to block out a shift in time.

Back in my room I down an aspirin, change into my 
own baggy T-shirt, and fall into my messy bed. It occurs 
to me that I was drunk last night, drunker than I’ve ever 
been, and I time traveled. Let’s see if  it happens again and 
sends me home.

I’m trying to stop the room from spinning when my 
leg bumps Grandma’s hatbox. I heard her voice today. It 
reminds me of  one of  our last conversations before she 
died and that bizarre promise she asked me to make. She 
was confused and kept saying I had to help her find the 
baby, and that I should keep searching. She got herself  all 
worked up and started to cry, and the nurse had to give 
her a sedative. I blink my watery eyes and run my hands 
over the familiar patches of  her quilt.

The full moon shines through the window, illu-
minating Linda’s Michael Jackson poster. I pray that 
when I wake up I’ll be back where I belong. In my hazy 
stupor, I yawn and close my eyes. Sleep tugs at me like a  
familiar friend.

Just as I’m at the edge of  sleep, I hear bells playing and 
wonder again why they play so late at night. Before I can 
come up with a reason, I drift off.

***

I wake in a hangover fog. For a minute I’m confused and 
don’t know where I am. Then yesterday comes crash-
ing back. Somehow I was transported to 1983. Looking 
around, the room is totally different from yesterday. Gone 

is the “Thriller” poster. In its place is a poster of  a yellow 
smiley face. The bedspread is tie-dyed, clothes litter the 
bed and floor on the other side of  the room, and some-
thing stinks.

No! This can’t be happening again. I’ve got to be hal-
lucinating or in some deep REM state that won’t allow me 
to wake. I sit up and dangle my legs from the bed. My bed, 
with my quilt and Grandma’s hatbox. It’s all mine, except 
what’s on the bedside table. Everything from yesterday is 
gone, replaced by a new array of  retro items.

I look around for the bad smell. My roommate’s night-
stand has sticks of  burned-out incense in an old amber-
colored ashtray, the kind Grandma saved from when my 
pipe-smoking grandpa was still around.

At the end of  my roommate’s bed is a huge orange 
beanbag chair next to an ancient stereo and a stack of  
vinyl albums. My pulse begins to rev toward full-blown 
panic as I grasp my new reality. I’ve traveled again. And in 
the wrong direction.

My closet door is covered with long strings of  beads, 
hanging like a curtain. I spy a calendar on the wall. I can 
already tell it’s different from yesterday. I rise slowly, afraid 
of  what I’ll find. And then I’m close enough to see it.

August 1970.
I gasp and quickly cover my mouth so as not to wake 

my hippie, incense-burning roommate. She stirs, so I grab 
a towel from a hook and run for the bathroom. The bath-
room is familiar—the only difference is the white painted 
walls. I take the last shower stall and blast the water. Why 
am I trapped in time? Under the hot, stinging spray, I let 
myself  cry.
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I hide in that stall for nearly an hour. Is this really hap-
pening? And why? Girls come and go, and I’m grateful 
that no one yells at me for hogging one of  the showers. I 
can’t bear to face these strange girls who might say they 
know me.

When all is quiet, I sneak back to my room. Thank-
fully my roommate is gone, her bedding heaped as if  a 
mole just crawled out.

What should I do? I can hide out here and hope that 
tonight I go back to my own time. But I’m not sure I can 
drink myself  into a stupor three nights in a row. Also I 
can’t just stare at the walls of  this room all day, breathing 
in the stench of  that incense. Maybe I should try to blend 
in and pretend to be a normal college student. In 1970. 
Yeah, right.

I pick up the class schedule lying on the desk. Accord-
ing to the days checked off  the calendar, today is August 
twenty-third. That means I have physics. What is with all 
the physics? I don’t even like the subject. After dressing in 
jeans with obscenely wide flares and a peasant shirt, I stuff  
the class schedule and a pen into a funky macramé bag I 
find on my dresser and head off  to Bascom Hall, feeling 
like an imposter.

I take a seat near the back. The lecture hall looks the 
same, with the old wooden seats and cement floor. But the 
high-tech stage is replaced by a plain podium and chalk-
board. A distinguished-looking man with graying hair at 
his temples and wearing glasses and a tweed jacket gives a 
stack of  papers to a student in the front row to hand out. 

“Good morning. I’m Professor Smith. Welcome to 
Physics 101.”

Colton took pictures in front of  the brand-new Smith 
Physics Library two days ago. Is this the same Professor 
Smith? He must be dead in my time. Poor guy. I wonder 
how he’d react if  I sprang that little tidbit on him.

The professor gives an overview of  the course and 
how we will be discussing laws of  thermodynamics, string 
theory, and quantum mechanics. I glaze over as he speaks. 
I’ve got my own scientific conundrum to figure out. Two 
days ago I was in present day, yesterday in 1983, and today 
in 1970. I desperately want to go home but have no idea 
how. I need to think about this logically.

I list off  the things in my head that happened both 
nights and that might be relevant: Getting drunk? Obnox-
ious guys trying to kiss me? Those ringing bells?

As I search my memory, I notice the professor survey-
ing the crowded lecture hall while he speaks. When his 
eyes land on me, he startles and breaks off  mid-sentence.

A huge smile breaks across his face. I turn back to see 
who he’s looking at, but when I turn forward again, he’s 
still focused on me.

“I think that’s enough for today,” he says, abruptly dis-
missing everyone. “See you all back here on Wednesday.” 

The students, thrilled to have a short class, gather their 
books and herd toward the door. I stay glued to my seat 
as they pass. Something is up and I’m not sure what. The 
professor approaches with eagerness in his brown eyes.

“Abbi, I’ve been waiting a very long time to see  
you again.”
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CHAPTER 4

The last of  the students file out, and it’s just the two of  us 
in the empty lecture hall. My heart takes off  like a shot. 
“You know me?”

The professor stands over me and grins, his eyes bright 
with excitement as I shrink down in my seat. “Yes. We’ve 
become good friends over the years.”

I don’t know if  it’s relief  or dread I’m feeling, but it’s 
more information than I had before. “Over what years? 
How is that possible? How is this possible?” I whisper, ges-
turing to the room—and the fact I shouldn’t be here. He’s 
the first person who seems to know that I’m not from this 
time, so I decide my only option is to trust him.

“It’s a scientific anomaly, Abbi. Your unusual capacity 
to move through time has been my life’s work for the past 
two decades. May I sit?”

I nod, stunned, and he lowers himself  into the creaky 
seat next to me. Up close I notice the crow’s-feet at his 
eyes and that his hair is peppered with gray throughout, 
but he doesn’t seem terribly old.

“I have several theories that prove promising. A great 

many things are coming together right now.” He smiles, 
apparently happy about all this and not at all concerned 
that I’ve traveled through time.

“If  you know me, but I don’t know you, then I must 
have met you in the past—or, your past.” I stop short, 
realizing what that means. “Oh, God. I travel further back  
in time!”

My face flushes with panic, and I can’t catch my breath. 
Why is this happening? I grip the wooden armrests as if  
they can hold me in one place. “I can’t keep doing this. I 
need to go home,” I say with pleading eyes.

Professor Smith lays his hand on my arm for a moment 
and reassures me in a patient voice. “It’s all right. I’m 
working as quickly as I can to help restore you to where 
you belong.”

My mouth goes dry. “How many times do I travel 
back?” I ask softly, terrified of  the answer.

His forehead wrinkles as he considers my question. 
“Abbi, it’s not a good idea for me to relay anything to you 
about your future.”

I want to scream that my future should not occur in 
the past. “You’ve got to be kidding me!” It appears he’s 
the only person who knows what’s going on, and he’s not 
going to tell me?

The professor forms a steeple with his fingers and 
pauses, deep in thought. His eyes are steady and his jaw 
is set when he says, “I’m trying to untangle how this is 
happening, and I fear anything you do to change the natu-
ral course of  events could jeopardize my zeroing in on  
the solution.”

I can’t believe it. He’s going to leave me in the dark, 
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floundering on my own. “Please, Professor, you have to 
help me,” I beg in desperation. “I can’t keep bouncing 
through time.”

He looks me in the eye, reminding me of  my grand-
father when I was a little girl. “I shouldn’t say this, but I 
promise you’ll be fine. You actually become quite adept at 
acclimating to new times. And trust me, I’ve dedicated my 
career to trying to solve your time traveling. Honestly, if  
this can be solved, I will do it.”

His whole career? He says all this as if  it’s great news. If  
I hadn’t already cried myself  out in the shower this morn-
ing, I’d start bawling right now.

I slump in my seat, dejected. “You don’t know how to 
help me.”

He changes the subject, which depresses me even 
more.

“I do have questions for you. Since it’s fresh in your 
mind, tell me everything you can about who you inter-
acted with here on campus before you traveled the  
first time.”

Pulling myself  together, I look into his confident, 
steady eyes. It’s clear he wants to help, and if  there’s any-
thing at all he can do, then I want to help him help me. 
Heck, he has a library named after him in the future, so 
he must be brilliant. He holds my gaze. I smile weakly. “I 
can’t believe we’ve talked before. This is so weird.”

“Yes, it is. What’s even more odd is that you look 
exactly the same as you did when I first met you, back 
when I was a young man.” He smiles and his eyes crinkle. 

I gulp, realizing that means I must travel a lot further 
back, which I can’t stomach the thought of. A sheen  

of  perspiration covers my forehead.
“Tell me, who are the people you interacted with on 

campus before you time traveled?” he asks again. He pulls 
a pen and a small notebook from his inside jacket pocket.

Determined to stay focused and not fall apart at my 
uncertain future, I answer. “I was in my dorm room, 
alone. It was around midnight.”

“Before that? What did you do that first night?”
I think back. Was it only two nights ago? By years it’s 

several decades. In some ways it seems like long ago and 
in others, only a blink of  time.

“I was with my roommate, Jada, at a bonfire on Picnic 
Point. There were a lot of  people there.” The sight of  the 
crackling fire comes back to me. Did something happen 
there that set all this in motion?

“Anyone specific you spoke to?”
I cringe remembering Mitch blithering on. “One guy 

who kept hitting on me. He was really drunk.”
“What was his name?”
“Mitch. Why? It’s not like you know anyone in  

the future.”
He jots down notes. “Every detail helps. You never 

know when one small detail will fit into a bigger picture. 
Anyone else?”

“A ton of  kids I’d never met before, some freshmen, 
but mostly upperclassmen. I didn’t talk to anyone for very 
long. Oh, there was this other guy. I met him earlier that 
day outside the physics library.” I wonder if  I should tell 
him about the name of  the library, but decide maybe I 
shouldn’t. “I saw him again at the party,” I continue. “He 
walked me home after getting rid of  the drunk guy.”
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“He was the last person you saw before going to bed 
and time traveling?”

“Yes.” And that was the last time anything in my life 
was normal. I’d do anything to get that normal feeling 
back again.

“And you live in Elizabeth Waters?”
I nod.
“Room 4418?”
I startle. “How’d you know that?”
“You told me a long time ago.” His amused smile says 

we really are old friends, something I still can’t fathom. 
“Did the boy go to your room with you?”

“No! And why would it matter?” And what if  he had? 
Did the professor really think I was going to reveal every 
personal thing of  my life? He may say he knows me, but to 
me—at least right now—he’s pretty much a total stranger.

He must read the frustration on my face. “I’m trying 
to consider every minute detail to see if  there is anything 
specific you did, or some peculiarity that someone else 
did, that might have triggered your time travel. Please, tell 
me more about this boy.”

“You think he has something to do with it?”
“Anything’s possible.” The professor averts his eyes, 

acting evasive. I want to know why, but it’s becoming 
painfully clear he isn’t going to tell me anything. I sigh.

“He’s tall, he’s from somewhere near Madison, he has 
brown hair …”

“Are you sure it was brown?” He seems perplexed.
“Positive. Why?”
The professor shakes his head as if  disappointed and 

ignores my question. “What else? What’s this boy’s name?”

“Colton.”
The professor creases his brow but doesn’t look up. 

“And his last name?”
“I don’t know. He never mentioned it.”
The professor leans closer. “Are you sure? Think back 

to that time very carefully.”
His intensity is starting to freak me out. “It happened 

two days ago. I’m positive. He just said Colton.”
“Tell me more about him. What does he look like?”
“His hair was pretty short. He maybe had brown eyes, 

I’m not positive. Is that what you want to know?” The pro-
fessor nods as he records all of  this into his notebook.

“What else?” I say to myself, trying to remember our 
conversation. I was pretty drunk. “He was friendly, easy  
to like. He mentioned he has a big family with lots of  
siblings and cousins.” I can’t imagine how any of  this  
can help.

“Yes, yes,” Professor Smith mumbles, scribbling notes 
in his notebook.

“Does it mean something?”
He looks up, peering at me through the thick lenses of  

his glasses. “Honestly, I have no idea.”
I sigh. This is a waste of  time. Colton had done noth-

ing more than walk me home. He hadn’t even come into 
the building. Other than being incredibly likable and kind 
of  cute, I can’t imagine how he had anything to do with 
me flying through time.

The professor and I talk about each and every person 
I came in contact with at my dorm, from Jada to the stu-
dents working at the front desk. We discuss all the places 
I’d gone, my class schedule, everything.
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Students begin filing into the lecture hall for the  
next class.

The professor frowns at their interruption. “I’m afraid 
we have to end our talk for now.” He stands.

“What? You’re the only person here who really knows 
me. I need your help.” Does he seriously think he can just 
walk away? I don’t think so.

The professor gathers his briefcase. “Walk with me.” 
I follow him out of  the lecture hall and down the stairs. 
“Abbi, you’re understandably frightened, and all of  this is 
overwhelming, but maybe these words will help.”

He pauses near the doors. “A wise girl once told me 
that no matter how bad things seem, they will work out, 
so never lose hope. Believe in yourself. And she was right. 
Have faith. Stay strong.” He smiles thoughtfully, opens 
the door, and we exit into the bright daylight.

“There is so much promise in this field of  research. I 
have every reason to believe that the answers are within 
reach.” He says the words with such confidence, but he’s 
leaving out a critical issue.

At the corner, I stop, forcing him to face me. “You 
don’t know if  I ever make it home, do you?”

The light in his eyes dims, and the hope in my heart is 
crushed. The professor looks away to avoid acknowledg-
ing my fears, then glances at his watch.

“Darn it. I have a faculty meeting with the head of  my 
department. I’d skip it, but I’ve been working on a grant 
proposal to fund my research. Your research,” he says 
pointedly. “Ironic timing.”

We continue, me trudging reluctantly along, 
ignoring the people we pass as I imagine myself  floating  

through time for the rest of  my life. 
“If  I’m not at the meeting, the funding could all fall 

apart, and we can’t have that, especially now that you’re 
here again. Abbi, I know your situation is difficult, but you 
must believe that I am working hard to rectify it. You are 
the reason for my entire field of  study. To think—I almost 
went into what was then the new field of  computing 
instead. I’d just received a job offer in New York when you 
appeared in my life, but I was so inspired by your plight, I 
knew I had to pursue physics instead.”

While it’s nice that he’s so dedicated to helping me, 
that’s of  little help at the moment. I’m stuck in a foreign 
time and don’t know what to do. I don’t want to be left 
alone, and he’s my only hope. “What should I do now? 
When will I see you again?”

“I’m afraid it must wait until later this evening.”
A stab of  fear hits me in the gut.
“I’m sorry to leave you like this, but this meeting really 

is crucial. I wouldn’t put you off  if  it were anything else. I 
want to show you the theories I’m working on. I’m close 
to proving how we can tie this phenomenon to string  
theory.”

“And then you’ll be able to send me back?” I ask, imag-
ining myself  back where I belong.

“Slow down. It’s much more complicated than that. 
I’ll explain it all tonight, say, in my office at eight o’clock? 
That should give me time to have everything ready  
for you.”

We turn the corner and there are student protesters 
picketing in front of  a large gray building. They chant, 
“Smash Army Math!”
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I turn to him. “What is Army Math, and what’s so bad 
about it?”

“Abbi, the Vietnam War is going on. I assume you’ve 
learned about that in your history classes.”

“Yes, but honestly, I don’t remember much about it 
other than that there was a lot of  controversy about the 
U.S. being involved.”

“That’s putting it lightly. Many believe the federally 
funded Army Math Research Center is doing work in sup-
port of  the military operations in Vietnam.” The profes-
sor frowns at their chanting, then turns to me and takes 
my hand. “I’m sorry, but right now I’ve got to run. We’re 
at a huge turning point, Abbi. Don’t give up.” He pats my 
hand, then steps away.

“But what should I do until tonight?” I call out.
He turns back. “Experience 1970. You’ve been given a 

rare gift. Not many people can move through time, but I 
caution you to be careful and avoid interacting with others 
as much as possible. We don’t want to take a chance that 
you alter the future.”

“Not many? Don’t you mean I’m the only person who 
moves through time?”

An odd expression colors his face, and he steps back to 
me. He’s about to say something, then hesitates.

“What?” I ask. He’d better not pull his big secretive  
act again.

He looks into my eyes and must see something that 
convinces him. “Abbi, you aren’t the only person I know 
of  who moves through time. There is one other.”

I swear my world stops on its axis. “Who?”
The professor pauses. He glances at me, then at the 

picketers, and then at his watch. “I’m incredibly late, and 
this is one meeting I can’t miss. But here, take this.” He 
pulls a red bandana out of  his jacket pocket and pushes it 
into my hands. “Be wary of  the picketers. You never know 
when the police will throw tear gas to clear them away. 
Keep the bandana handy. I’ll see you at eight o’clock.”

Professor Smith turns and crosses through the picket 
line as students yell, “Down with Vietnam!” He disappears 
into a building. Above the door, engraved into the stone, is 
the name Sterling Hall.

***

The rest of  the afternoon and evening I try to follow the 
professor’s advice. I explore campus, discovering changes. 
The enormous Helen C. White Library that was perched 
on the edge of  the lake a few days ago is still under con-
struction. The trees appear smaller, there seem to be 
fewer parking lots, and the cars in them are models I’ve 
only seen in old movies.

But the biggest difference is the presence of  Vietnam 
protestors. These long-haired students, many of  the guys 
with thick mustaches, chant, “We won’t fight another rich 
man’s war!”, “Down with Nixon!”, and “Make love, not 
war!” I skirt around them.

In contrast, I spy other students studying under the 
shade of  giant oaks, girls wearing suede fringed vests  
leisurely strolling to class, and guys with shaggy hair play-
ing Frisbee on the Bascom Hill lawn. Now that I look 
more closely, nearly all of  the students have a bandana tied 
loosely around their neck or hanging from the pocket of  
their hip-hugging, flared out jeans. Apparently the tear gas 
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threat is real. I pat my pocket to make sure the professor’s 
bandana is still there.

For dinner, I head to the Student Union and grab a 
burger, which seems puny compared to the size of  the 
burgers served in my time. Instead of  sitting inside the 
dimly lit Rathskeller dining room with its arched entry-
ways, German murals, and shelves of  beer steins, I take 
my tray outside to the Union Terrace and sit by myself.

The late-afternoon sun hangs low in the sky, warming 
my skin and sending ripples of  light off  the water. I don’t 
want to mix with the girls from my dorm. They know me, 
but I don’t know them. How can that be? It’s my creepy 
reality now, and it’s lonely. The colorful green, orange, 
and yellow chairs that I’d sat in a few days ago are now 
a similar sunburst style, but different enough to remind 
me I’m an outsider in this time. I eat my burger and a bag 
of  Cheetos while staring out over the lake, but my food  
is tasteless.

The sun sinks lower in the sky, turning the thin clouds 
to warm pinks and oranges. Small waves wash to shore 
as an evening boater speeds by. Ducks bob easily over the 
turbulence, some looking like gawky teenagers ready to 
fly the nest and the safety of  Mom and Dad. And here I 
am, desperate to fly back to my family. I toss bits of  bread 
from my bun into the water, and the ducks motor toward 
me as if  propelled by underwater engines.

I still have time before meeting up with the profes-
sor, so I cut through Library Mall to Lake Street with 
thoughts of  checking out Headliners to see if  it exists yet 
in this time. Maybe there’s something there that will give 
me some answers. But when I hook a right onto Lake 

Street, I see a mob of  protestors. An air of  anger marches  
with them.

I rush around the group, set on my mission. I’m half-
way to the end of  the block when three cop cars squeal to 
a stop across the middle of  the street, effectively blocking 
it. I attempt to sneak around on the sidewalk, but then a 
mass of  cops appears around the cars in riot gear. I halt in 
my tracks, pretty sure this is a sign they don’t want to be 
approached. I turn to see the protestors coming closer and 
their numbers growing.

“Halt where you are and clear the street,” a cop 
demands over a megaphone, but the crowd surges for-
ward. I’m stuck between the two warring factions with 
nowhere to go.

There are two guys and another girl on the sidewalk 
with me, and they’re as startled as I am. The guy wear-
ing a tie-dyed T-shirt moves quickly, dodging inside the 
McDonald’s. “Come on!” he says, and the rest of  us follow, 
not sure what else to do.

We watch out the windows as the chanting grows 
louder and the protestors push closer, challenging the 
cops. I’m relieved to be safely away from them, even 
though I’m sort of  stuck. If  I have to be stranded during 
a Vietnam protest, at least there are french fries available.

Feeling nervous about being too close to the windows, 
I duck behind the others pushing to see out and take a seat 
in one of  the booths. I wonder if  this is what the professor 
had in mind when he said I should experience 1970. It’s 
then that I realize I’m going to be late for my meeting 
with him. I can’t let that happen. I approach the door, 
considering the repercussions of  trying to sneak through 
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the standoff. I’m just an innocent bystander, right? 
I’m about to push the door open and take my chances 

when several loud pops explode and smoke fills the air. 
The protesting students scream and back away, and the 
cops advance, gaining ground. Inside the McDonald’s, the 
people holing up with me all gasp and move farther into 
the restaurant.

“Don’t even think of  opening that door!” a girl wear-
ing a peace sign medallion yells at me.

I’m about to ask why, when an overwhelming burning 
sensation reaches my nose and throat. Like an invisible 
hand has pushed us, we all back away from the door and 
in unison begin coughing up the awful chemical.

“Quick, block the door,” another yells. A worker from 
the kitchen runs forward with damp cloths and presses 
them against the bottom of  the door where the gas is seep-
ing inside. He locks it to ensure no one opens the door and 
lets more of  it in.

My eyes burn and I blink to clear away the tears. I 
see others tying bandanas over their faces, and I reach  
for mine.

“Come on, the bathroom has got to be better than 
this,” a woman yells, and a few people squeeze into the 
ladies’ restroom.

“What’s going on?” I choke out.
“You must be new here,” a woman in a McDonald’s 

uniform says.
I nod. She has no idea.
“The cops shot pepper spray at the protestors. We’re 

going to be stuck here until the air clears and the cops 
have broken up the crowd.”

I look around the cramped, tiled room. “How long 
will that take?”

“Depends,” she says. “I’d say at least an hour.”
Great. I’m stuck hiding out in a dingy bathroom when 

I should be meeting with the one man who can possibly 
help me.

The minutes tick by like slow, drawn-out water tor-
ture. The lingering scent of  pepper permeates the air and 
we all take turns running our bandanas under the faucet 
to soothe our burning noses and eyes.

Two hours later we’re finally sprung from our fast 
food refuge. The street is empty except for a pair of  cops 
keeping the peace with their stoic presence. I’m incred-
ibly late for my meeting with Professor Smith. I hope he 
doesn’t think I stood him up on purpose or, worse, trav-
eled again before we could talk.

The quickest route to his office is up and over Bascom 
Hill, and it’s like conquering the harshest StairMaster ever 
created. I finally reach Sterling Hall and locate his name 
on the staff  directory in the lobby. I climb the stairs only to 
discover his office dark and locked. A note is taped to the 
door with my name on it.

I rip it off, panting for breath.

Abbi,

Perhaps our lines got crossed. I’ve gone to Liz Waters 

dorm to wait for you.

Professor Smith
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Great. I jog the two blocks to my dorm expecting to 
find the professor in the lobby, but he’s not there—just a 
couple of  girls working in the office as others come and 
go. I realize I haven’t seen a single guy in the dorm. Appar-
ently it hasn’t gone coed yet.

With no sign of  the professor, I head to my room to 
see if  somehow he’s there. Without air conditioning, the 
girls have propped open the doors and windows, allowing 
the warm air to flow through the building. Girls gossip 
and giggle while Otis Redding’s “Sittin’ on the Dock of  
the Bay” fills the air, unaware and unaffected by the pepper 
spray event I just endured across campus. Does this sort of  
thing happen all the time in the seventies?

When I reach my hallway, there is no professor wait-
ing, no note on the door. I let myself  into my room, my 
last hope to find him waiting for me. No luck. Shit. Where 
can he be?

I head back to the lobby and the chatting office girls. I 
take a chance and ask, “Did you happen to see a professor 
waiting in the lobby tonight?”

“Oh yeah. Are you Abbi Thorp?”
“Yeah!” I say, hoping they have some message for me 

like, “Oh, by the way, here’s your pass back to the twenty-first 
century. Thanks for visiting!”

“He left a note for you.” She hands over a pink mes-
sage slip with my name on it.

“Thanks.” I take the paper, sit on one of  the crescent-
shaped benches my mom coveted, and read.

Abbi,

I’m concerned to have missed you twice. I must head 

home for a bit but will be back at my office late tonight as 

there’s much to accomplish while you’re here.

Unfortunately, with your dorm curfew, our meeting 

will have to wait until morning. Please meet at my office 

at 8 a.m.

Smith

Blowing out a long sigh of  frustration, I drag myself  
back to my room. This night has been the biggest cluster. I 
dump my macramé bag on the bed and plop down beside 
it. I touch the carving on the corner of  my headboard. If  I 
don’t look beyond my bed, I can almost pretend I’m back 
in my own time.

Exhausted from an awful day, I crawl under my quilt. 
I’m a time traveler. The fact that I’ll keep traveling is too 
big a problem to wrap my mind around. I clutch Grand-
ma’s hatbox and wish for home. If  only sheer longing 
could send me back.

Hours later, in the deep of  the night, a deafening noise 
rocks the building, causing the windows to rattle and the 
room to shake. I’m thrown from bed and land on the cold 
tile along with my roommate’s incense ashtray, which 
shatters on impact.

“What was that?” my roommate cries out beside me.
“It felt like an earthquake.”
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We crawl to our feet, and I slip on sandals to protect 
against the broken glass. She beats me to the door and 
whips it open. Already the hallway is filling with girls. No 
one could possibly sleep through a noise that loud.

“What was that?” someone cries.
“It sounded like an explosion,” says a girl wrapped in a 

terry cloth bathrobe.
“Quiet. I hear something,” another says.
We crowd around the windows facing Observatory 

Drive, but our wing of  the building is too low to see more 
than the neighboring Social Sciences Building.

Within minutes, sirens howl in the distance and flash-
ing lights are seen from every direction. I pull on a pair 
of  shorts and sandals and join the others running outside 
for a better look. Flames shoot into the sky on the other 
side of  the hill. We cut across the lawn toward Charter 
Street. The windows of  Van Hise Hall are blown out. 
Parked cars with their windows shattered make it look 
like we’re in a war zone. Some cars are even tipped to one 
side, two tires jutting into the air. A thick layer of  gray 
debris covers everything, but what I see next is even more  
devastating—the horrific scene of  Sterling Hall ablaze in 
the distance.

Professor Smith! He was going back to his office to 
work late. But he couldn’t possibly have worked until 
three in the morning. Could he? God, no.

Soon fire trucks, squad cars, and ambulances sur-
round the smoking building. Rescue personnel roam 
everywhere, looking for anyone to save. I rush forward, 
but a police officer holds up his hand and blocks my way.

“What happened?” I cry.

“Stay back. There’s broken glass everywhere,” he says, 
his face pinched in stress.

I crane my neck to look past him. “But Professor 
Smith was going to work late. Someone needs to check 
and see if  he was inside, if  he’s okay.” Flames lick through 
the blasted-out windows as firemen attach their hoses to 
a hydrant.

“Miss, we don’t know anything yet. Go back to your 
dorm. This area isn’t safe.”

Helpless, I watch the chaos from a distance as swarms 
of  emergency workers hustle around the devastation. 
Professor Smith is my only hope. If  he dies, who will help 
me get home? And then I think of  his family—assuming 
he has a family. I offer a prayer that the professor is okay 
and that his loved ones are spared that heartbreak.

More official vehicles arrive, and the crowd of  stu-
dents I’m standing with is pushed back over the hill so far 
that we can’t see anything but the flashing lights bouncing 
off  the taller buildings. The stench from the blast of  the 
burning building stays with me as I return to Liz Waters, 
and a sickening bile rises in my stomach. My nightmare 
keeps getting worse.

No one can sleep. Rumors fly about who would do 
such a thing. Some say it’s the protesters, but all I can 
think of  is September 11 and that it was terrorists. But I 
say nothing, of  course. Another girl says that the Army 
Math Department housed in Sterling Hall was the target. 
I don’t understand why anyone would bomb a building 
on a college campus. I cling to every word of  speculation, 
desperate for answers and fearing for the professor.

Professor Smith said to meet him at eight a.m. As the 
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time nears, I dress and go as close as possible to the scene, 
but it’s blocked off  to Charter Street. I wait for an hour 
but see no sign of  him.

So I return to the dorm and wait on the steps all day, 
pacing, then sitting, then pacing again. The professor 
knows I’m here. He might try to get a message to me or 
come find me. But he never does. The phone lines are 
down, and power isn’t restored until late in the day. Did he 
live or die last night?

I have never wished for technology more than at this 
moment. It’s so frustrating that I can’t go online and 
research the bombing. I can’t log on to get an update from 
CNN. I hate 1970.

Around four o’clock, The Capital Times newspaper is 
delivered with the headline Bomb Ruins U Math Unit; 
Researcher Dies, 4 Hurt.

My hands tremble, shaking the newspaper. A 
researcher has died. I scan the article. His identity has not 
yet been released. Others were injured but are expected to 
survive. What if  it was the professor who died? Is that why 
there’s a library named after him?

That night, exhausted from lack of  sleep and desperate 
with worry for Professor Smith and for my own powerless 
situation, I collapse into sleep. On the edge of  conscious-
ness, the bells of  the Carillon Tower begin to play.

One bell rings off  key.

CHAPTER 5

The next morning, I wake slowly. My eyes are drawn to the 
cracks in the ceiling above my bed. Yesterday’s bombing 
flashes in my mind. Is Professor Smith alive?

I jerk upright and swing my legs over the side of  the 
bed. I’m startled by a red and white Wisconsin pennant on 
the wall over my roommate’s bed and bouncy, cheerful 
music playing.

My heart lurches, and reality sucker punches me in the 
gut. I’ve traveled again.

I check my bed. Thank God—Grandma’s hatbox is 
still at the foot. What have I left behind that I might need? I 
straighten the blanket and find the red bandana Professor 
Smith gave me; I snatch it up, clenching it like a lifeline. It’s 
now a souvenir from my time in the seventies, along with 
the hippy macramé purse.

My roommate has her back to me. She is dressing and 
singing along to the radio, “Who put bomp in the bomp, 
bomp, bomp.” She has pin curls bobby-pinned all over her 
head like little snails. Not a pretty sight. I run my hand 
through my long hair and already know I won’t fit in here.
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The room is a mess of  panties and bras hanging to dry 
from the bookshelves and curtain rods, bath towels on the 
floor, and discarded clothes and shoes heaped in a pile.

The clock on my nightstand is a beige square box with 
numbers around the dial and a second hand ticking softly. 
The Bucky the Badger wall calendar confirms the year.

1961.
An icy cold fear jolts through my veins like a poison. 

I try to calm the catapulting of  my heart. Why did this 
happen again? And how far back am I going to go? 

The last thing I recall from before I fell asleep are the 
chimes of  the Carillon Tower, and how it played out of  
tune. Did it always ring off  key or was that the first time? 

Oh my God. Professor Smith! It’s 1961. He’s alive! But 
is he even on campus in this year? I shoot out of  bed.

“Oh! You startled me!” My roommate jumps at my 
unexpected motion. She’s wearing dark-rimmed glasses 
on her pointy nose and a brown cotton dress. She turns 
back to the mirror to finish removing the bobby pins 
from her hair, leaving her short hair in a mass of  tight  
brown curls.

“Sorry, I just realized I’m late for something.” I ignore 
her and rummage through the closet, finding ugly plaid 
cotton dresses. I settle on a blue-checkered number with 
a rounded collar and grab a pair of  leather shoes from the 
pile on the floor. After pulling my hair back in a messy 
ponytail, I slip out the door. I peek back to see that the 
nameplates are now simple construction paper smiling 
suns and discover that my new roommate’s name is Janice. 
I file that away and race off  in search of  the professor.

But the moment I step outside, my new reality crashes 

in. Van Hise Hall, which normally towers across the street, 
is gone. I take a step back. In its place is a tree-covered hill. 
The Social Sciences Building, which yesterday stood next 
to Liz Waters, has disappeared too. I stare at a thick cluster 
of  woods where the enormous building once stood. I now 
have a clear view of  the Carillon Tower. It seems to wink 
down at me. I shudder.

As I pause to pull myself  together, an enormous green 
car with fin-like fenders roars down Observatory Drive. 
It’s as if  I’ve stepped onto an old movie set.

Going back in time is one thing, but this world … I 
barely recognize it.

And then I realize that Sterling Hall might not exist 
yet either.

I run to the corner in my stiff  leather shoes and crest 
the hill. The building is fully intact. I heave a sigh of  
relief. Not one sign of  the lethal bomb that will gut it in  
the future.

Dashing down the hill, I push through the front doors 
into the marble foyer. Scanning the directory, I nearly cry 
in relief  when I spot his name. Professor W. C. Smith. His 
office is still in Room 304. I’ve got to see him.

I climb the stairs two at a time, then round the bend 
and run down the hall. I reach for the door handle, barely 
registering that I have no idea what I’ll say. The professor 
must know me in 1961, right? I turn the handle, but the 
door is locked. I jiggle it again, but nothing. Dejected, I 
pound my fist on the door.

“Professor Smith is teaching a class. His office hours 
begin at eleven o’clock,” says a woman carrying an 
armful of  files. Her hair is a jumble of  short curls, and  
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she’s sporting cat-eye glasses.
“Where?” I bark, probably looking like a rabid dog the 

way I turn on her.
“His schedule is there on the door,” she snips, stepping 

forward. “He’s in Bascom Hall. His lecture finishes up in 
about twenty minutes.”

“Thank you!” I rush off, and by the time I reach 
Bascom, a side ache has me bent over in pain and gasp-
ing to catch my breath. I pause outside the familiar lec-
ture room and try to collect myself. With a sweaty hand, 
I open the door and step into the same room where I met 
him two days ago … which was 1970.

Scanning the lecture hall full of  students, I get the 
world’s worst case of  déjà vu, but there’s no sign of  the 
professor. On the stage, a trim, dark-haired man scribbles 
some complex math equation on a blackboard.

And then he turns and speaks to the class in a voice 
I recognize. I stagger back, catch my foot on a step, and 
fall to my butt. The cold floor chills me through the thin 
fabric of  my dress.

Professor Smith, minus the graying hair and thick 
middle he had the last time I saw him, glances in my direc-
tion. He startles, and then his face lights up as if  I’m the 
best surprise ever.

This is real. He told me in 1970 that we’d met before, 
and now, in 1961, he clearly knows me. So this is not the 
first time we meet … which means I have further back to 
go. A prickly fear creeps up my back.

The students turn to see what caused the distraction. 
I force an uneasy smile as all eyes land on me. I’m at a loss 
for what to do next.

Professor Smith quickly sets down the chalk and 
wipes his hands together. “That concludes today’s lec-
ture. Today’s office hours are canceled due to an unex-
pected scheduling issue,” he says in a rush as he gathers 
his papers, all while keeping an eye on me as if  he’s afraid 
I’ll slip away.

The students collect their books and murmur to each 
other as they shuffle past. I avoid eye contact, not sure 
how to act. The students look so different. The guys’ hair 
is slicked back with a greasy product, some wear thick-
rimmed glasses, and some wear T-shirts with cigarette 
packs rolled in their sleeves. I assumed that was a greaser 
stereotype, but apparently it’s actual history. The girls all 
wear skirts or dresses, and penny loafers or leather saddle 
shoes with dainty white ankle socks. I stand and tug the 
edge of  my dress down, uncomfortable in the latest style.

As soon as the hall empties, Professor Smith bounds 
forward. It’s weird to see someone get nine years younger 
overnight.

“Abbi. It’s you!” He says with an eager smile. “It’s won-
derful to see you again after so many years. You have no 
idea!” He reaches out his hand to me, his face brimming 
with excitement.

I can’t help myself. I step back.
“It’s okay,” he reassures, dropping his hand to his side, 

his expression now etched with concern. “Don’t be fright-
ened. You’re safe.”

But I don’t feel safe. I don’t understand anything, and 
I’m bouncing through time. It’s possible that he died 
yesterday, and I don’t know what to say or do. My eyes 
dart around the lecture hall, from the tall windows to the 
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stage to the wooden seats, as if  I’m caged in.
“Why don’t we walk?” he suggests, holding the door. 

I pass through, noticing the trim angle of  his chin and the 
brightness in his eyes. Gone are the crow’s-feet he had 
just two days ago, like some miracle serum cured them 
overnight.

We take the steps and exit Bascom Hall in silence, me 
picking at my thumbnail and trying to fend off  a panic 
attack. Professor Smith politely gives me time to pull 
myself  together.

Finally, I speak, peeking at him in a sideways glance. 
“This isn’t the first time you’ve met me?”

He’s about to speak, then hesitates.
“What?” I ask.
He pauses on the sidewalk, rubs his chin with his fin-

gers, and considers his words. My question wasn’t that dif-
ficult, and I’m pretty sure I know the answer anyway.

Professor Smith sighs and looks at me. “I hesitate 
to reveal too much about your future, or my past, in 
case something is altered and irrevocably changes the 
outcome.”

“Come on! I sprang here from 1970 … where I just 
met you. I’m freaking out!” Two guys with books carried 
at their side amble down the sidewalk toward us, eyeing 
me curiously. “You’ve gotta help me,” I whisper.

He nods and waits for the students to pass. “I’m trying. 
If  we’re to get to the bottom of  this and find answers, I 
need you to tell me everything you know that may have 
anything to do with your time travel.”

“Seriously? We just did that two days ago!” I don’t 
want to regurgitate all this again. I want help. I want an 

actual explanation of  what the hell is happening to me.
“Yes, for you it was two days ago, but 1970 is nearly a 

decade away for me, and I haven’t seen you for many years. 
By reviewing all the particulars again, perhaps I’ll pick up 
on some minute detail you neglected to mention before.” 
He raises a thick, all-knowing eyebrow and smiles.

I sigh. Of  course, he’s right.
We round the corner. “This is so strange,” I say quietly, 

taking in my surroundings.
“What’s that?” Professor Smith asks.
“I haven’t gotten used to the fact that so many of  the 

buildings are gone.”
He looks around. “What buildings?”
“There, by the Carillon Tower. There’s supposed to be 

a huge building.” I point. “And Van Hise is gone. It’s got to 
be a dozen stories high.”

“Are you sure?” He stares at the wooded hill where a 
decade later a tall building will stand.

“Positive. Yesterday they were here, and today  
they aren’t.”

“If  your yesterday was 1970, then it makes perfect 
sense that there would be many changes now.”

No kidding, like a much younger professor.
“How about we go to the Union Terrace? That should 

be a familiar place,” he says. “Is it still there in the future? 
Wait—never mind. Don’t tell me.” He grins and I know 
he’s teasing.

“It is.” I smile and begin to relax.
I tell him about the bells chiming off  key and speculate 

it might have also been a full moon, but I’m not sure. I 
forgot to mention that tidbit when I talked to him before. 
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On the way to the Union, we pass the spot where the 
massive Helen C. White Library had nearly been finished 
in 1970. Today in its place is a grand old home that looks 
as if  it’s been resting on the hillside for a hundred years. I 
shake my head in awe, but think better of  mentioning it 
to the professor.

But the Union isn’t reassuring either. Students mill 
around looking like a scene out of  the movie Grease. The 
guys wear high-waisted pants that show off  their white 
socks. Nearly all the girls wear their hair short with tight 
curls. Not the most flattering of  looks, in my opinion. I 
half  expect movie cameras to roll in and for the whole 
group to break into the song, “Summer Lovin’.”

A cluster of  guys in military dress walk by, and I see a 
few more ahead of  us. “What’s up with the guys wearing 
uniforms?” I ask, wondering what war might be going on. 
It’s too early for Vietnam, and World War II is long over.

“Students don’t wear uniforms in the future?”
“Not at school, and only if  they’re enlisted.”
“Every male student is required to join the ROTC and 

train two days a week. After World War II, we need to be 
prepared. Don’t you study the war in the future?”

“Yeah, not that I paid a lot of  attention. It’s ancient 
history in my day.”

The professor’s jaw tightens, and I feel that I’m about 
to be scolded. “Well, it’s fresh in the minds of  all of  us 
now,” he says. “Many people lost brothers, fathers, friends, 
and neighbors to the war.”

“Sorry. I didn’t mean to offend you. Did you lose a 
family member?”

“No. At least not that I know of, but I lost friends.”

“What do you mean, not that you know of ?”
“I was raised in an orphanage,” he says, matter of  fact. 

“I don’t know anything about my family.”
“Seriously?” I’m not sure orphanages even exist in  

my time.
“Yes. In Chicago. But not to worry. I have a family 

of  my own now.” He guides us to the food line at the 
Rathskeller.

“Are your parents, ah … dead?”
He shrugs. “I don’t know.” He orders two lemonades 

and pays. “It used to bother me, but I don’t dwell on it 
anymore.”

“Wow.” I’m not sure how to respond. Growing up 
without my dad was really hard, but at least I had Mom 
and Grandma. Professor Smith lived his whole childhood 
without any family at all.

He collects our glasses, hands me one, and guides 
us out onto the terrace, to a table under a large shade 
tree to ward off  the heat. While not quite as large as the 
expanded Union Terrace I know, it still holds the charm 
and festive atmosphere. There’s no outdoor food stand, 
but a different version of  the sunburst chairs are still here. 
Gone are the tiered stairs to the water, but there’s a pier 
with a few brave souls showing off  their pale skin in hid-
eous swimsuits with thick straps and low-cut legs. There’s 
a huge beautiful boathouse set between the Red Gym and 
the lake. It has a round turret on the corner, and piers that 
stretch far out over the water.

“So, tell me more details that might give me clues to 
your”—the professor pauses. He glances around at the 
people nearby and seems to change his wording—“strange 
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situation.” He reaches into his briefcase and pulls out a 
notebook and pen.

“After we met in 1970, you said—”
The professor frowns and holds up his hand to stop 

me from going on.
“What?”
“It’s best if  you don’t tell me about our interactions in 

the future. Stick to the facts related to your skips in time,” 
he says quietly so his words aren’t overheard.

I huff. “Fine. But maybe you get Alzheimer’s in the 
future.” I stare out at the lake and see a couple of  long 
skinny boats being rowed by a bunch of  guys.

“What is Alzheimer’s?” he asks, then quickly catches 
himself. “Never mind. Better that I don’t know.” He drinks 
his lemonade, downing half  the glass as if  it’s hard liquor 
and he needs to numb his senses.

“I’ve traveled three times in the past few days and 
this is the second time I’ve met you. What do you think  
that means?”

“I’ve given that a great deal of  thought over the years. 
My best theory is that you’re traveling in a parallel uni-
verse with magnetic pulls that have drawn us together.”

“English, please.”
“I believe that I’m supposed to help you manage your, 

er, talent.”
“It’s hardly a talent. I have no control over it. I don’t 

get to choose where I go, and I have no idea how to get 
home.” I pause, looking out at the shimmering lake. “Do I 
ever travel forward? Because, so far, I never have.”

A flicker of  something—resignation?—colors his eyes, 
and I have my answer. I sigh. “So it’s only backward. I can’t 

keep …” I break off, not trusting my voice. I focus on stir-
ring my lemonade and doing everything in my power to 
contain the white-hot tears burning behind my eyes.

“Tell me this,” I say, struggling to keep my composure. 
“How are you supposed to help me if  you only know me 
in the past? When I met you before, I didn’t know what I 
should tell you that would help your search. If  you haven’t 
solved my problem by then, how are you going to solve  
it now?”

Now it’s the professor’s turn to mask his emotions. If  I 
were him, that would be extremely bad news. He deflects 
my question. “Perhaps that’s what this visit in time is 
about—for you to give me some pertinent information 
that will help my future research.”

I take a deep breath and tell him everything I can 
think of, leaving no stone unturned. Tables fill and empty 
around us as students come and go, and Professor Smith 
scribbles notes furiously, asking for clarifications, and nod-
ding thoughtfully as the wheels spin in his mind.

“Everything in my room is totally different, except my 
bed. Whatever’s on it seems to travel with me, but any-
thing on the floor or on my nightstand is gone. I wake 
up and find new things from whatever year I’ve landed in. 
And everyone around me seems to think nothing of  it. It’s 
as if  to them, I was always there.”

“Parallel universes,” Professor Smith murmurs softly 
as he keeps writing.

“Maybe I need to ask my roommates more questions?”
He considers the idea, then shakes his head. “Tread 

carefully. You don’t want to tamper with the phenomena 
of  time travel or cause mass hysteria. Not that anyone 
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would believe you anyway. They might send you to the 
loony bin.”

“I guess you’re right. So that makes you my only 
friend.” I smile weakly and draw patterns in the conden-
sation on the side of  my glass, watching as it collects and 
rolls down, creating a puddle on the table.

He looks at me kindly. “You have other friends, but I 
need you to promise you won’t tell anyone about your … 
situation. I can’t stress this enough.” He pats my hand.

Now my curiosity is sparked. “Why? Does something 
bad happen?”

“Not at all and I want to keep it that way.” Professor 
Smith smiles again and says, “You’ll understand why when 
the time comes.” He’s keeping too much information 
from me again.

“But what if  I don’t? Why don’t you just tell me when 
that time might be?”

He pinches his lips together and adjusts his glasses.  
“I can’t.”

“That’s bull. Of  course you can,” I snap, tired of   
his secrets.

“No, Abbi. You’re going to have to trust me,” he says 
firmly, then glances at his wristwatch. “Darn it. I need to 
be going. I’m subbing in for the department chair’s gradu-
ate level class. We’ll have to meet this evening.”

“No!” I grab his arm. The professor looks at me in 
surprise.

“I’m sorry,” I say, releasing him. “It’s just that yester-
day, you had to go and then I never saw you again. I shot 
back in time. If  you leave now, what if  I travel back before 
I can talk to you again? Wait! Do you know how long I’m 

here? Did I tell you?” My worries come out in a jumbled 
heap.

“Abbi,” he replies calmly, “from what I know, you’ve 
never traveled during the light of  day. If  you travel before 
I see you again, then it’s meant to be, and possibly part of  
this phenomenon,” he says like a sage old prophet.

“Now you’re leaving it all up to fate? That’s the stupid-
est thing I’ve ever heard!” I throw my hands in the air. “I 
thought you were a scientist! You don’t really care.” The 
sting of  tears builds behind my eyes again.

“I care far more than you know,” he says in a fatherly 
tone that breaks through my fears.

I want to trust him. I want to know he will help me, 
so I pull myself  together and ask calmly, “When can I see 
you again?”

“Soon.” He stands and pushes in his chair. “I’m going 
to request approval to see your dorm room. I think the 
secret must lie there.”

“Let’s go now. I’ll show you myself.” I jump up and 
join him.

“No, no.” He gestures me back to my seat. “That 
wouldn’t be appropriate or permitted. I must go through 
proper channels and contact the head of  student housing.”

I plop back into my chair. “That’s ridiculous.”
“Perhaps to you, but this is how things work in 1961. 

It should only take me a couple of  hours. I’ll rush the 
request as soon as I’m out of  class. When I know some-
thing, I’ll leave a message for you at the front desk.” He 
drains his glass of  lemonade. “In the meantime, why don’t 
you enjoy the terrace and take a walk. Perhaps it’ll help 
you recall something else.”
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I don’t want him to leave me alone. Also, I need to 
warn him about the Sterling Hall bombing.

“Professor?”
“Yes?”
“In August of  1970, promise me you’ll never work past 

midnight at Sterling Hall.”
He frowns and shakes his head. “Abbi! I told you—”
“I don’t care. You have to promise me.”
A warm smile covers his face. “And you need to prom-

ise me to stop trying to meddle with time.”
“But—”
He holds out his hand. “Ut-ut.”
“Fine,” I sigh, and he walks away.
Finishing my lemonade alone on the terrace, I watch 

the activity over at the boathouse as the narrow crew 
boats glide up to the dock and a team of  boisterous rowers 
climbs out. After unhooking oars that seem impossibly 
long, they work together to lift and carry the boat into the 
building. Their camaraderie is unmistakable even from 
this distance, further driving home just how alone I am.

Miserable, I collect my empty glass and return to the 
Rathskeller dining room. The automatic doors are gone, 
but inside, not much has changed—the dim light of  the 
room, the rich, dark wood, and the murals featuring 
German quotations and beer steins.

But the students look so different. Some gather in 
groups, others are solo, leaning over thick textbooks. 
There are no cell phones, earbuds, or laptops. Many of  
the guys part their hair sharply, others have squared-off  
crew cuts. The girls with their red lipstick and colorful 
neck scarves clutch their books, giggling and whispering.

I wish I could tell my friends about this day, but even 
in my own time, I’m not sure who my friends are. There’s 
Jada, who seems great, but I barely know her. Will I ever 
see her again? And there’s Colton. Would we have become 
friends if  I had stayed? Most eighteen-year-olds don’t con-
sider their grandma their friend, but I did. She would be 
alive now, probably living in Ohio. But calling her on the 
phone again is certainly out.

I pull at my tight collar and loosen the top button. 
“Abbi!” an excited voice calls out.
I turn to find a guy with scruffy, sandy-colored hair 

and a brilliant smile coming straight for me, and fast. I 
look around to see if  he is talking to someone else, but 
there’s only me.

Should I be glad or scared to discover that someone 
else in 1961 seems excited to see me? Maybe he’s like all 
the girls in my dorm, who seem to think I’ve always been 
here? Maybe we have a class together?

Without warning, he scoops me into a hug, swings me 
around, and plants a long, passionate kiss on my lips.

He-llo!
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